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Taa|e)dlalaxe)im\Vralelaa) | |ta]am@xe)ga)eleitais 

mele)iKiallalemenyat 

reproduction in whole or in part in any 

form. 
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aval lanle)aiaime)i 
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aXe ltlar=] €xe)ikyam ale |t=|@l< inne arn0) 
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Printing Code: The rightmost dou- 
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olele) 4m 0) a] ali|ale pmtal om ale aluageNimnyiale| ion 

oe lfefimalelanlec-ai he ta\omalelanle\oaelmaal= 
~ book’s printing. For example, 96-1 
_ shows that the first printing of the book 
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7? 93 91 Fe a 
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All rights reserved, including the right of — America. 
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; ETO eatolae-larem ol0|0)|(iatclmtolmealky ofele) al at-\Vi= 
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Mortal Kombat, the Dragon Design, and — olee) ra] ale msl om ©) cele] ¢< leah ee)alra|al-em lam ie 
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Nintendo 64@ is a registered trademark 7 and procedures to determine their effec- 
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MAKE NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
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S26] d@, IR APIN@ PAP ANVAYZAS 
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FO) ON =O) oat =k) oi OLE VANS 
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(Cio) com arahw aelicem \\/(e)aea) 

Kombat for nine genera- 
tions. The Earth was on 

the brink of destruction 
iV a=] @ era) (0) ale ixeta) a alomra) 

new era of warriors 4 

who were victorious In 

defending its realm. 

As a result, Liu 

Tale mviVelelre 

become the new 

champion. 

However, the 

thrill was short- 

ThVisxe Para alomral ale 

the other war- 

ale) amcelelare, 

themselves drawn into 

idalom @)UiaviV.0) 4 (em kemae) se 

pete in the second 

ixelUlaatalsatsalt 

STRSTR, 



cheme was undertaken by Shao 
Kahn to break the rules estab- 
Wes by the elder gods and wit- 
“ness the reincarnation femal miele 

mer queen, Sindel. 

; ante 
Kahn with the power 

needed to pass 
through the 

xellantclatiie)ar-ls gates” ~ 
late) recaue HIS: es a 

if 

unity to finally seize the Earth: 
iy 5 i me 

tis a 

These are the trilogy of 
events that embody Shao 
Kahn's final attempt at 

~ securing the Earth 
‘eh SEIS can prepare you 

for the battle you are 
about ike) undertake. Val(oeeeve 

you ready? 



Kombat Basics 
WW/(o) a =] eo) a9] 8)=) am fal ee \Van ©) 40) 4(6 om alo 
of]nale mV idacelelaeliiicncalmicelaliiare 
options when starting a game. Those 
fo) 0) (oak era] cor 

Mortal Kombat—A best-of-three 
battle to the death between you 
ra] a6 IAY(o]U| axe) 0) 0]0)aio18) 

2 on 2 Kombat—You and your 
(o) 0) ole) a=) a mara a6 [=] KON =1( 16 AAO 
Kombatants to fight it out. 

3 on 3 Kombat—Each player 
get to choose three characters. 

8-Player Kombat—TIhe battle 
royale, as each player selects four 
Kombatants. The winner of each 
aarikealaate)oxme)am com i(elalmlatomuyian 
(als) @xe) i Lalomaloy(muaet-ic@amelailimaa 
ultimate champion Is decided. 

The Moves 

All the playable characters in Mortal 
Kombat Trilogy have the same basic 
moves. The moves are a variety of 
high and low punches and kicks, 
uppercuts, Juggle punches, round- 
house kicks, sweeps, throws, and a 
few others. 

Performed by pressing the HP button. 
_ Adds hits to combos and knocks back 

(Clan) e)iale Ralurale cca 

Performed by pressing the LP button. 
Pushes back attackers who fight in 

- close quarters. Adds hits onto com- 
_ bos. 

Performed by pressing the HK button. 
Knocks kombatants out of jump kicks. 

Performed by pressing the LK button. 
~ Pushes foes Vane 6 lala le eley\omi(elaisiare 

quarters. 

_ Performed by holding €# on the D-pad 
and pressing the HK button. A powerful 

basic move, used to thwart incoming 
; 5 [Elan] eda) tale «wre lalemra(e(em alinwe)altenee) aay 

— bos. 

imclacelaantsxe mony ae)(el|a\e ik male) ali a(-m D> e\-\6 
and pressing the LK button. Used to 
put distance between yourself and your 
opponent. Also used to counter jump 
attacks. 

malaie)anatcrom oVa are) (e|lale PA Sola ialem Ba ey-\6 
and pressing the HP button. Counters 

oy Uae) ebea) ttale <era) ale e[=) 0) (cso) cure) 
aloclitar 

aed i 

malaielguatcrem o\’aare)(e|lale PA Solan iaiom Da e)-(6 
and pressing the LP button. Adds hits 
to corner combos and pushes away 
(o) 0) ole) aicalky 

Performed by holding Jon the D-pad 
and pressing the LK button. Pushes 
away opponents fighting at close 
elale(= 



Neck Kicks (Cross-Up) 
Performed by jumping over your 
Opponent and pressing a kick button: 
(HK or LK) before landing. 

Throws 
imelace)aaatsvel ©\’male)(el [ale Mn Mean elon Be 
pad and pressing the LP button at 
close range. Can only be blocked by 
holding €* on the D-pad and pressing | 
the BL (Block) button. 

Counters 

Counters are moves or a string of 
ale) .on wat at=|@n ice) 0-1 ame) 0) 0\e)alcialm ieee 
Ta) ilel ulate We fa atalo(=era(e f=] [ahim'(e)0 pura) ale) 
TakiccrareMerslUkxocmel=lant-ce(omcomallaame)m alle 

Finishing Moves 
The Finishing Move or Fatality Is a 
ol ial ale Mkorai10 come) MV (o)at=] mi Cola esa) 
Trilogy. These are special attacks that 
=] 0) a) \Va Oo OK o16 ra] Malo care] fo) Bitai= 
SareolateMelatalice mele ave melm-Maarican 
Elivclmtelalem o)F-\Vcial atatwtelsiictitcvemtar= 
other twice). Fatalities sometimes 
require you to be a certain distance 
r= \VAVea Van 0) 00 AYO) 6 [ane] ©) 0f0) ala) ame) Ke (— ace) 
execute them. 

Brutality—New to MK Trilogy, 
ida] ag(@)\.omt 310 (6K a ira fl ©) (01016 \Vak=y.¢0) (0S 
cj[e) ae) im ote) alone 

Fatalities—Sometimes graphic, 
sometimes funny, these moves put 
an early end to your opponent. 

Babalities—Transforms your 
~ Opponent into a baby. Executed 
only if you don't press Block dur- 
Tale alomilata)mcelelalemelm-maalaitear 
(0) 0 er=] aU oil »)(016), 0) ON a =A) Fa] (0) 0 

Friendships—tnstead of ripping - 
your opponent to shreds, you 

—can be their friend instead. 
Executed only if you don't press 
Block during the final round of a 
match. You can use Block on 
Fa \VAS) Fa] (0) ae 

Mercies—When executed, gives 
W{o]6| are) 0) ole) asia) ara iaara||mralagcelelalt 
oe} at=-)ltamcomee)aliae\cmicelaiares 
Mercies must be performed in 
order to execute Animalities. 
Animalities—Your character 
ane) e)ahwial(om-)alr-laliaaraimaiale 
destroys your opponent. | 
Performed only after the follow- 
Tarematomeevare|i(olatir-) con ge\ci an im 
Each player has won one relelarek 
2. A Mercy has been perfomed. 

Aggressor Meter—A bar at the 
bottom of the screen that fills up 
when you attack your opponent, 
or when your opponent blocks 
an attack. When the bar fills, a 
a F\@(@)ViVara) 8) Sler=| aera] (0] 01 alemvelels 
Gala) fa (el Kol ee 



Baraka was sent to 

quell the uprising of a 

renegade race in 

Outworlds lower 

regions. After a 

victorious battle, the 

ale}aat-[el(om'c-]ualels 

returns to fight on the 

side of villainy. Under 

the guidance of 

Shao Kahn, Baraka 

will once again 

oXey=t-Wr- ace) maalierelelt= 

threat to his 

Earthen 

counterparts. 



Special Moves 

Blade Fury: 

~ Galena Pena: 

START 
‘PTHE 

Spark Toss: 

Finishing Moves 

WINS: 

Blade Lifts 
-LP (sweep

) 



Animality Brutality 
(HP) >), €=,Y. >). (close N64) | HP HP.LP.LP.BL, HK, HK, LK, LK, BL 

ait 
LK, RN, RN, RN, RN 

WINs: 00 95 wanes 73 

Se 

et, 
e 

Links 
HP HP €+HP &)+HP (4-hits, 21%] 
HK, HK, HP 4HP =)+HP 
" (5-hits, 27%} 
HK, HK, LK,€ + HK (4 hits, 25%] 

WINS: OT — 00 

Combos 
es _ Jump Kick, Blade Spin (2-hits, 

20%) 

_ Jump Kick, Head Swipe _ (2-hits, 22%) 

Friendship: 
U>). >). HK 

Pee Pee 8 ee aa fe eit ale i i a ee & @ i i 
Cie D er) ene 

_ Jump Kick, Blade Swipe x5, LP 
1 Spark Toss (8-hits, 58%) 

~ Jump Kick, Blade Swipe x7 
— (8-hits, 62%) 

Eee ty 

ae a i @ fe fe 
ad Wd | Fae ebe 

oe 8 neh 

_ Head Swipe 

_ Standing HK 
~ Roundhouse 

HP Blade Spin 
HP Spark Toss 



Fighting As Baraka Fighting Against Baraka 

hen fighting against Baraka, 

ou must always be aware of his 
lade Fury. This is one of the most 
falavenYdlave Masteniexwala in lalcme[-laaley 
ecause it can even take you out 
f a sweep. The best thing to do 

Ss to make Baraka come to you. 
hat way, your opponent will be 

ressing forward most of the time, 
fate Md] male) ara)\.oura]a me) ©) ele) ace laliay 
o tap three times for the Blade 
ury. Play mainly defensively. Also 
ote that if Baraka jumps In 
owards you, you can always take 
im down with a simple sweep. 

The long awaited return of Baraka 
is finally here. Supercharged with — 
‘Link combos and a brand new 
move, Baraka is now more deadly 

than ever before. The best thing 

about Baraka is that his Blade 
Fury is one of the best defensive 
moves in the game. Fake your 

(0) 0) oXe) aaa ih me) 6| mura ae Maal] Comualoag 

jump into you. Then, as they are 

about to land, use the Blade Fury 

moe ate) on tat—laq me] OMm balk mare om 

also effective when in a corner. If | 

Viele er-]al ey<(e nYZol0lare) 0) oelalclalmiaicon 
a corner with a flurry of punches, 

and you sense they are about to | 

attempt to jump out, use the 

Blade Fury to keep them down. 

Weaknesses 

main weakness of Barakas is the 
ag time that occurs with a Spark 
oss. This leaves Baraka open and 
elame]\cme)e) ele)al-lalcer-laime)®)ele)atelals 
ty to combo or throw. Another 
weakness is the long time it takes 
or a Blade Fury to finish when 
he move doesn't connect with an 

pponent. Baraka will usually get 
projectile in the face if he Is 

tuck doing the Blade Fury, leav- 
ng his opponent safe from harm. 

Another great move is Barakas 
new Blade Spin. This move was a 
rumor in MKII and now it is a 

force to be reckoned Wiitay If you 
are fighting in close with your 
fo} e) oe) alsa mm talon ele i ar- me ir-]are| [ale 

HK, then go into a Blade Spin. 

The HK usually makes opponents — 

want to jump toward you. 

~Because Baraka doesnt have any 

aara}(e)anee)anleceswmny.ele maglonimeall®) 

away at your opponents health 
by throwing Spark Tosses and 

xe) 0) 8)/arem [ean] 8) /a(emralita(@ Cm isamtala 

Blade Fury and the Head Slice. 
eoXe) anre)ae) 6) ole) ace lalid(onmcem sal ce)yy, 

inca] <late i {elelaxe)e)elelal-lal cielo ime) 

a jumping attack. 



MORTALKOMBAITS 

Sonya disappears, but is 

later rescued by Jax. 

Upon returning to Earth, 

she and Jax attempt to 

warn the U.S. 

Government of the 

Kole) ant ialemeleiayyolate 

enace. Lacking proof, 

Sonya watches help- 

lessly as Shao Kahn 

begins his invasion. 



pecial Moves 

Wave Bo 



Friendship: Brutality: 
te he A LK. BL, HP. LK. BL, HP.LP BL, HK. LK 

SONYA WINS ve 

my). HP 

Links 

HP HP F4LP (juggles: 
Bahality: _3-hits, 18%) 
LL». Kk ' HP HP LP €#+HP (4-hits, 22%) 

HK, HK, HP HP 4¢4+LP (juggles: 
ae pee | 5S-hits, 27%] 
SONYA WINS _ HK, HK, HP HP LP €*+HP 

~ (6hits, 31%) 

Combos 

, Neck Kick, Energy Ring 
| (2-hits, 21%] 

— ~ Jump Kick, Leg Throw (2-hits, 26% 
ATTTUELUAE _ Jump Kick, Leg Throw (2-hits, 26%) 

ae a ee ie) 
(LP), ==, =). 9. release LP (close) =” (7 Hits, 22%) 

_ HK, HK, HP HP 4 + LP Jump Kick, 
_ Leg Throw (7-hits, 38%) 

_ Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, LP 
~ Rising Leg Kick (4-hits, 26%) 

Leg Throw 
_ Energy Ring 



Jumping Attack Counters Fighting Against Sonya Blade 
Uppercut ; 

To defeat Sonya, you must be 

Bonding HK skilled at faking. Make your oppo- 
Kol U ale] aleleny= nent think you arent blocking 

(when you actually are), then 
when she attempts a Leg Throw, 
counter the move ee a simple 

uppercut. : 

Rising Leg Kick 

HP Wave Punch 

HP Energy Ring 

Fighting As Sonya Blade 
If your opponent attempts a neck 

kick, perform an uppercut to 
knock her out of the air. When 
you knock Sonya down, run 
toward her and perform a quick 

iW jalexero)aalocomcom oleae mele mice saety 

The Leg Throw is the fastest and 
most furious move in Sonyas arse- 
nal. If you perfect the timing of 
running forward and executing a 

Leg Throw, you can often catch 
Vo] 0| axe) ©) ele)ai=1a) mda iare meen elena) oF 

The result is quite a down-to-earth 

experience for your foe. Another 
effective weapon is Sonya’ Rising 
Leg Kick. Used mostly for counter- 
ing jumping attacks and neck 
kicks, this move can EIKye a 

ola)’ ice)same) salar kicks. | 

When Sonya throws an Energy 

Ring, counter with a fast combo 

that starts with a jump kick. If you 
are too close, jump over her and — 

use your neck kick. Avoid trying to 
land and following it with a 
combo. It will miss because Sonya 
leans forward when throwing an 
Energy Ring. 

Weaknesses 

Sonya is left open for a counter 
attack if her Leg Throw is blocked. 
Also, before she throws an Energy 
Ring, she winds up, which makes 
it easy for your opponent to 
detect the move. Avoid using her 
iiisiare Leg Kick too frequently, 
because you will be on the receiv- 
late =la\eme)mr-lame| ©) e\-1ceulailmvele 

miss. 

Se) ahh eloi mn i(elaldiare erate is to 
vary her attacks from Energy kings 
to running Leg Throws; however, — 
make sure you dont become too 

reliant on one move. If you catch 
Ve] 0| axe) ©) ele) al=1a) Mula uram More ia hal ce)Uys 

run toward him or her and per- 

form a Button Link Combo. This 
o)cenera|Weacele | ane) 0) ele)alsialmcelan 

jumping away from you as he or 
she gets up. When your opponen 

jumps at you, perform Sonyas — 

Ifa efelaun melare am com «alee aialisaie)s 

her back down. 

a et 
& Bir % z ising 
E ise eae ee | Se i | on 



MORTACKOMBATS 

Killed in battle with an 

Outworld extermination 

Jo [UF=Te mele) alal abv Or-[e [= 

Th (= Wor=] a al= Wn Coe- Im ter-[e| (om =1alep 

But the celluoid super- 

star manages to cheat 

death when his path to 

the afterlife is blocked b 

the merger of Earth an 

the Outworld. His soul 

takes possession of Its 

ofefe\YMe) alex-m-lel-]lam-lale 

enables Cage to rejoin 

his friends to battle for 

Earth's survival. 



Special Moves 

High Green Orb: 
‘ 

ontario nt toenien pour ayn pence 

inishing Moves 
$ 

a ; | 

Super Uppercut(s): 
| . LP (close). sr onigr ens 

ie ‘Triple Decap. (N64 Oily RSs 

oe Baoes Seer as SN aes 
for Sheads) N64 only 

C/ = o> = = [cme 
“— “> 

CD _—< o | — = 



Friendship: 
LEEL 1K 

WINS 04 
Bice CAGE == 1 eee GHANY. CAGE 

JOHNNY CAGE WINS © 

m), =, G HK 

WINS: OF 9 $ PUSH START 
TONE LAGE _ ee RITAN 

ss ane CAGE Y Wins: 

PUTELUNE 
(BL) J. =), =), HK (sweep N64) 

WINS: OO a7 WINS: OF 
“KONG (40 "| So GAINNY GAGE > 

a ee 

4 
& o 

5 

_ Torso Kick / Backbreaker _ 
UY. >). >). LK (half-screen N64) 

Shadow Kick — 
_ Red Shadow Kick 

Cjejercauye 

- Standing HK 

ACLU 
HP LK, HK, LP HP HK, HK, HP, HP LP. HP 

it 
Y. &.), 9, HK 

ALG 

HP HP LP Q+LP (juggles; 4-hits, 17%) 

LK, LK, HK, LK, LK (5-hits, 27%) N64 

LK, HK, LK, LK (4-hits, 16%) PSX 

Combos 

HP HP LP Q+LP (5-hits, 20%) 

Jump Kick, Shadow Kick (2-hits, 22%] 
~ HP HP LP Y+LP Hop Kick, Shadow 

Kick (6-hits, 24%} 

LK, LK, HK, LK, LK, LP Shadow Kick 

VARICHEYAL) 

ele are alelehie 

~ Shadow Uppercut 

HP. Shadow Kick 
_ HP. Shadow Uppercut 



Fighting As Johnny Cage ighting Against Johnny Cage 

Talaliare male fallen ian Gralelom Mil cerale\oiNs 
mple. Your mission Is to get as 
(ohXomr= ks ©1659] 8) (o08 KO}R (0) 6] axe) 8) 010) ala) 

as quickly as you can. This Is 
because Cage isnt that great in 
close-quarter combat. Accomplish 
Adalkw©)’autalce)uvlalemy(ele| an e)ce) (aiden 
then running in after it. This will 
get you close enough to attempt a 
Talare an .<(@ eum Dalom aatallamieliele mye)! 
Talarere mi KOMAV(0)0 AVar=] 810)0| MIKE OXa leeks 
hadow Kick. This move is very 

effective in pushing you back. The 
good news is, you can duck the 
Shadow Kick and counter with a 
a) ©)(om 6] 0) 0\1cel0) mum [del @ay.e) 0) ane) 0) ole: 
lalmniaicomealial <ialemelemaicomale)! 

10) (fel 4] ale mm ©\van ale) (6llaremele)uvamellerae 
then moving the D-pad up and 
down. This will make your Oppo- 
nent think you are open for a 
Shadow Kick. As soon as you see 
he Shadow Kick coming out, sim- 
ly duck, then uppercut. 

ii atom (olarema\uVccllkore cide dame)malad (ole 
Star Jonnny Cage is here. Finally 
playable again in MK Trilogy, he 
comes back with nothing spectacu- 
lar. Cage has the Red Shadow Kick 
available full-time. The best feature 
of Johnny Cage is his link combo. 
With his basic Link combo, he can 
Start a juggle and finish with a 
jump kick/shadow kick for up 24% 
damage. That really isn't a lot of 
damage, but you will get more 
(o) 0) ote) acl alid(onwm kom els] ace) dagmimtarala 
some of the other combos. 

With Cage, you basically want to 
keep your opponent away from you — 
at all times. You can accomplish this 
by constantly throwing Low Green 
(©) fj ohyur-lale manly dare emai malela 
(o) alex 4alolaiaycele| axe) ©) ele)al~iaiag|elan] Ohman 
in for the attack, you can try for the | 
Sallel)Vivan ©) 0) 0l=1cele| com (alee qiallienme)s 
her back, or play it safe by simply 
using a standing HK. lf your oppo- 
nent is advancing and you're back- 
ing away, back up with taps on the 
D-pad. That way, at any time, you 
can surprise your opponent with a 
quick Shadow Kick. 

i atom (ak) angels] (e)an sal |ale mice ale)vivara|ecelel! 
Cage is the potency of his uppercut 
Cage's uppercut is one of the best 
in the game if used correctly. If you 
(r=) a=), (a1@6 | om dalomo| 0) Ol celel mma (e|alarak 
0) 6] axe) ©) 0fe) alia ime (=i ace ra1ale (orm ele 
will have no problem dealing dam- 
age and sending him or her flying. 
Also, if you get knocked over and | 
your opponent tries to jump in for — 
another attack, get off the ground 
with an uppercut. This will hit your 
(o) ©) ofe) alia lmr-|0 (016 | ma aehome)mmtalome| salon 

Weaknesses 
Cages biggest weakness Is the 
huge recovery time that follows a 
failed Shadow Kick attempt. — 
Opponents can easily take advan- 
tage of missed attempts with 
uppercuts and/or Juggle combos. _ 
Another of Cages main weaknesses 
makes itself apparent when he 
completely misses a Shadow 
Uppercut. When a Shadow 
Uppercut is missed, opponents can 
easily start Juggle combos. 

JOHNNY CA 



Sub-Zero was 

betrayed by his ninja 

clan, the Lin Kuel. He 

broke sacred codes of 

ate)ale)am s)’m (c= hulaye Mtal= 

clan and is marked 

for death. However, 

unlike the old ninja, 

his pursuers are 

machines. He must 

defend against the 

Outworld menace while 

eluding his souless 

assassins. | 



Special Moves 

se Ice Ball: 

aa 

Ground Slide: 
$ 

a +LP+BL+LK 
Se i 



ZLUL >). iP (close) 

YL =. &, >}, LK (one-step) (S-hits, 26%) 

Finishing Moves Animality: 
| SS AT 

Fade to Black: | WINS: OO 99... MINS OS 
Lig KANG | a ERG 
eS ? a oR: 

WINS: OZ } WINS: OT 

Brutality: 
LP HP BL, LK, LK, HK, HK, LP HP, LP 

Stalagmite Stab: | 

Links 

AN LK, €+HK, ™)+LK (3-hits, 19%) 
HP HP Q+LP Y+HP (4-hits, 22% 

Friendship: _ HP HP LK, €+HK, ™)+LK 

Combos 

_ HP HPG+ LP.Y&+ HP Jump Kick, 
Slide (6-hits, 33%] 
_ Juggle Punch, Ground Freeze, 
_ Uppercut (3-hits, 28%) 
_ Juggle Punch, Ground Freeze, HP 
~~ HP G+ LP Yt HP Jump Kick, 
- Slide 8-hits, 40%) 

GL. Hk 
a9 WINS: OF : : : = _ Jump Kick, Ice Blast, Jump Kick, 

AGRA Pimibia _ Jump Kick, Sweep 



Sweep Counters 
Site[s 

Ice Ball + Combo 

Ice Ball + Uppercut 

Ice Rain (as sweep Is starting} 

+ Combo 

Ice Rain (as sweep is starting) 

+ Uppercut 

Jumping Attack Counters 
Uppercut 

HP Slide 

Standing HK 

RelUlarelarelenxs 
HP Ice Ball, Uppercut 

Fighting As Sub-Zero 
When playing as Classic Sub-Zero, 
you must learn to use the “trade” 
tactic. When you sense a projec- 
tile attack, use Sub-Zero’s freeze to 
fo) U] altro (O16 mant=\"arel itm ali ane) anvelels 
fo) 9) fe) at =ial sm 8) ce) [felt] [Sr but you will 
also freeze them in the process. 
This sets you up for either Juggle 
(o) axe] Ke) 0 late mere) an etehy 

Also, if the timing is just right, you 
(=| aM ik=isy4om [0 ]00]@)] ale me) e) ele) alal as 
before they have a chance to kick 
or punch. This is an extremely use 
ful tactic, because it leaves your 
opponent frozen in the air and 
V0] [a (=i =] 0) (om Om gal@) Kom 6(6 (6 | (omqe)agl ere) 
damage. 

S10] 0574-1 00k Ms alia ]aalelekmigelelale 
Freeze is another stellar attack. 
To use it effectively, jump toward 
your opponent with a late face 
kick. Then, as you connect imme- 
diately go into the Ground Freeze 

eS ; oe 5 ma 

This makes your opponent slide all 
ver the place on unsure footing. 
ow you can take advantage by 
fall=raki allele praia me) ©) eloicele [ae] arm Or=hyIe 
cole lace iee)aal eter 

Fighting Against Sub-Zero 

Sub-Zero often leaves himself 
open for attack when he uses his 
fFreeze. When he uses fis Freeze 
attack, go for a Juggle combo by 
jumping in with a face kick, and 
‘then performing your characters 
Juggle combo. Also, Sub-Zero is 
easily knocked out of his jump 
kicks with a simple high kick. 

‘When Sub-Zero slides in with his 
Ground Slide, use your uppercut 
to knock him back. If there is time, 
you can also perform a basic — 
ground combo. Another of Sub- 
Zeros main attacks is the Ground 
Freeze. If you want to counter the 
Ground Freeze with an attack of 

our own (instead of jumping 
r=1 1,4 am 6 100) ©@)\.~1 @ncele| axe) ©) efe)alaalt 
nd hit him with a neck kick. 

Weaknesses 
ub-Zero’s main weakness occurs 

when he uses his Freeze, which 
eaves him wide open for jump 

kicks. Also, if your opponent 
xpects some Ground Freezes, 

you open yourself Up for neck 
icks. 

Sub-Zero’ Slide creates another 
weakness, because when It gets 
locked, he’s left open for an 
e)elaceele 



Cyrax is unit LK-4D4, 

the second of three pro- 

totype cybernetic ninjas 

built by the Lin Kuel. 

Like his counterparts, 

AME im ol mele] e-Tan mee) aate 

mand is to find and ter- 

minate the rogue ninja 

Sub-Zero. Without a 

soul, Cyrax goes unde- 

X-Yod (Yo Ml o)¥ips) ar-L0 Mm aC-]al a 

and remains a possible 

threat against his occu- 

pation of Earth. 

MORTALEKOMEATS 



Special Moves 

Far Bomb Toss: 

(LK), =), >)-+-HK 

Telepo t 

U+B1 (air/ground) 

SS Sakai." DRE 



Self-Detonation: 
LL. YL. >). T. RN (close) 

Friendship: 
RN, RN, RN, 

CYRAX WINS 

Babality: 
=). >). =, HP 

fe.) oe Bee oereees 7 ee ia eech te eccee ld meee, 

CYRAX WINS 

geege * Fe - e if rd Pie ae” 

AUTTELUE 
tT TT B£L close 

ACLU 
HP. HK, HP. HK, HK, HP HK, HP. HK, LK; LP 

Pit: 
RN, BL, RN 

Links 

_ HP HP LP (3-hits, 18%} 
HK, HK, €=+HK (3-hits, 19%) 

~ HP HP HK, HP HK, €# + HK (6 hits, 30%] 

Combos 

Far Bomb, Near Bomb, Uppercut 

@ (2-hits, 43%) 

| m=] au 510) 98] ©Fmm 10) 00] © =>. ¢ 0) (0\6 (oN | | 
_ Air Run+Throw (4-hits, 24%) 

Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, LP 
_ Green Net, Uppercut 



some health and be forced into a 

situation where he or she must 

(ola atomra) MYLeleL 

Sweep Counters 
Green Net (as sweep is starting) 

Jumping Attack Counters aT : 
SaBercut Fighting Against Cyrax 

standing HK When Cyrax is the enemy, avoid 

PYellatelalelelys TUlan) e)iace xen c-]celallanrem\4e) (om ee)an |e 

by simply jumping straight up 
instead of jumping forward. If 
you're sure a Green Net or bomb 
throw is on its way, then execute a 
quick jumping attack, but only if 
you are absolutely certain that you 

i ele) alalciee 

Green Net, Uppercut 

HP Air Run + Throw 

HP Green Net, Uppercut 

Fighting As Cyrax 
Wa] KXe r= Ike (olele i (el ara im COM rl pallitalar4= 

yourself with the timing of Cyraxs 
ombs. If you know exactly how 

aalecelait/aarom cele mars \.om 8-1 (0) Komra 
bomb will explode, then you can 
calantallamalcrclantalom eres Ome lal maale 
ast second, then just run a short 
stance to avoid the blast, with- 

(LU MnXo1 sO) UK)’ alaicciggele)iiaremycelels 
offensive strategy. 

When playing as Cyrax, you 
should remember that you want 
to make your opponent come to 
Vo 0 mm (00 morale rae) a0] 0) aman me), 
dalceyuVdlale Bram ela (ele)aame eraldtol ame) i 
SJ ale) auralale i me)ale—sxe)anlexvamrem=)"40) (6 
1 atoms 0X0) 00] Oyun.) 6] ane) 0) lealoalmaaleny: 
walk toward you or jump the 
explosion. This is your opportunity 
to grab him or her with a Green 
NfeleaolaaiaataKialallaaice)a her with an 

Ulejeacaele , 
Weaknesses 

Cyrax is vulnerable to jumping 
attacks for a short time when exe- 

cuting any of his projectile attacks 
Bombs and Green Nets). The 

leport also opens Cyrax up for 

an attack from his adversary. 
Al at-icemralcomelal\vanauvcemeelareiirelahs 

when this move is safe: 

A more cunning way to get ene- 
mies to jump toward you Is to 
rapidly tap Back on the D-pad, 
and then press Block or punch. 
This tactic gives the impression 
that you are about to throw a 
ore)aqlomm Bre)iave meal hm laldiagi(eraikens 
opponents into jumping, leaving 
them wide open to be snared ina 
Green Net or thrown. If you do 
attack, remember that you want 
icom=/a (ome) em-\V\V<\aicelanmcelelaralehicie 
sary, SO attack and get away 
(10 |(ela\vamm (ole axe) e) ele)arera Mam ess= 

. When you have already 
knocked down your opponent 

2. When you want to get out of 

the corner quickly. 

‘Gi i.v.0. an 



Ermacss past remains 

a mystery to all. It’s 

believed that he exists 

as a life force brought 

together by the souls 

of Outworld Warriors. 

Shao Kahn has taken 

possession of these 

souls and uses them 

to fight for the side of 

tyranny. 

MORTALKOMBAIS 

i 

I 



Special Moves 

Mind Lift: 
a, +k 

WINS: 0 
e 1 Seas: 

Finishing Moves 

Johnny Cage Wanna-be: 
RN, BL, RN, RN, HK (close) | 

WINS: 02 

% ie 
ie, 7 

Telekinetic Massacre: 
ETE BL (outside sweep) 

WINS: 7 4 
EAE: 

 ERMAC WINS 



AUTTUELUAE 
€, =, > LK (close N64) 

WINS: OF ee iE] oe 

Babality: 
BLL eG. iP 

Brutality: 
HP LP BL, HK, LK, BL, HP LP LK, HK 

ait 
RN, RN, RN, RN, LK 

Links 

LK, LP (juggles; 2-hits, 15%] 

HK, HK, LK, €#+HK (4-hits, 23%) 

; HP HP €8+LP YJ, =)+LP (juggles; 
- 4hits, 19%] 
HP HP €84LP HK, LK (5-hits, 24%) 

Combos 

LK, LP Telekinetic Slam, Uppercut 
peda \sele late laloleh\-a Cs aliwyar ach ome) s 
24%) 
_ LK, LP Jump Kick, Teleport Punch 
7 LIK, LE walk in + HE Telekinetic 

_ Slam, Jump Kick 

_ LK, LP walk in + HP Telekinetic 
_ Slam, Fireball 

_ LK, LP walk in + HP Telekinetic 
PS Elase ele late] ateleny= 

| LK, LP Jump Kick, Teleport Punch, 

_ Fireball 

_ LK, LP Telekinetic Slam, HP HP 
_ Fireball 

_ Telekinetic Slam, HP Teleport 
aelaeamenl«ceyl| 

- Telekinetic Slam, HP Jump Kick, 
_ Teleport Punch, Telekinetic Slam, 
_ HP Uppercut (45%) 

_ Telekinetic Slam, HP Jump Kick, 
® teleport Punch, Telekinetic Slam, 

_ Juggle Punch, Uppercut (44%) 

_ Telekinetic Slam, HP Jump Kick, 
| Teleport Punch, Telekinetic Slam, 

> HP HP Fireball (43%) 

in a a i 
_ Telekinetic Slam, HP Jump Kick 

HP HP + LP & >) + LP 
Telekinetic Slam, HP HP Fireball 



Super Corner Combo 
Jump Kick, HP Telekinetic Slam, 

HP Jump Kick, Teleport Punch, 

Uppercut (7-hit, 45%). 

Sweep Counters 
Fireball 

Telekinetic Slam 

Jumping Attack Counters 
Uppercut 

Sit lalellave Male 

oleate |aleleni= 

HP Telekinetic Slam + Combo 

HP Telekinetic Slam, Uppercut 

HP. Teleport Punch, Telekinetic 

Slam, HP HP Fireball 

Fighting As Ermac 

Being the biggest rumor of an MK 
past, Ermac naturally had to make 
an appearance, and he’s making 
aatelccmtar-la[eSim-lale-)®)elsriraleer 
He's a great choice for the 
advanced player. 

The best strategy is to play defen- 
sively. Wait for your opponent to 
attempt something, and then sim- 
ply counter with a move of your 
own. A good example of this Is 
when your opponent attempts a 
jumping attack. Counter with a 
well-timed High Punch, then fol- 
low it up with a Telekinetic Slam 
rJa(eMviol0|aur=\ie]aikome ele (6) (om exe) an) ele 

ERMAC™ 

Another one of Ermac’s strengths 
his Teleport Punch. It is exactly 

<e Scorpions, and Is just as use- 
|. Use it to counter an Oppo- 

nent’ projectile attempts, and also 
to knock foes out of the air when 
they jump away from you. This 
move is key to a few of Ermac’s 
most deadly combos. 

Fighting Against Ermac 

Playing against Ermac Is very 
much like playing against — 
Aero) g0)(6) aha Nalom agra|iamsaliare mate) 
remember is that Ermac can't hurt 
VZolUMIMVolUM<arenw amare) Wvar-lale mn Valca 

block. If you are holding Block 
when Ermac attempts a Telekinetic 
Slam, he will be wide open for the 
attack of your choice. Remember 
that Ermac is a Ninja, and can be 
knocked out of the air just like 
Scorpion. Use this to your advan- 
tage if your opponent mistakenly 
tries to attack you by air. 

Weaknesses 

One main problem with Ermac Is 
Klatlellinvancomilelalmlamaleccma (ica 

the exception of his Fireball, there 
is not much he can do when he Is 
near his opponent. His third weak- 
ness becomes apparent when his 
Teleport Punch is blocked. He Is 
left floating in the aif, and Is very 
susceptible to Juggle combos. 



When the renegade 

Princess Kitana makes 

a=) am =s-ser-] e-Mail Coma al= 

unknown regions of 

Earth, Jade is appointed 

by Shao Kahn to bring 

his daughter back alive. 

At one time a close 

friend of the Princess, 

Jade is faced with the 

task of betraying her 

friend or disobeying her 

emperor. 

MORTAEKOMEATS 



es 

Oa: 
Se z 



Finishing Moves: 

Stomach Stab: 
oy ary re MS) 

PUELUE 
>> >), =). LK (close) 

Uppercut Impale: 
RN, RN, RN, BL, RN (close) 

Brutality: 

LK, HP LP HK, HK, LK, BL, BL, HP HK 

Friendship: | 
CL C.K | Pit: 

4q =, >). RN 

ALG 

HP HP Yale QsHp (4-hits, 22%) 
HK, HK, LK, #+HK (4-hits, 23%) 

HP HP Q+LpP LK, HK, LK, +HK 
- (T-Aits, 25%) 



‘al=me[-]aglonm Mor\V1a(6 Ma lidd(oma gale (Ole 
an opponent to Block, a well- 
Taataxe @i(o)vVa Cel rer= lanl aliicelan gala) ele 
damage. Its best used as a Sweep 
Counter, but the Glow Kick is also 
highly effective as a surprise 
r= (@) Gam | r=] @ ©) ©) 016) al =) a) r= (6 \Vea 1a (@ ons 
oward you and Is not blocking, 
unleash a quick Glow Kick. When 
t connects, you will knock your 
(o) 8) ete) alia) arele)uVamra|alemraks 6 [seo ee) ab 
(co) ala talon garal keep 

Fighting Against Jade 

Combos 

Jump Kick, Glow Kick (2-hits, 21%] 

super Corner Combo 
Jump Kick, HR Boomerang Middle 

(Smits, 24%} 

sweep Counters 
Shadow Kick 

Boomerang Low 

Boomerang Middle 

Jumping Attack Counters When playing against Jade, you 
Uppercut must always be prepared to Block, 
Seclarellaren ml s4 olcrera 1 UKYomn) al om Ora] @ N06 (6l 10) Varo) ab 

nect with a Glow Kick. The best 
Xe) Ulalelalelunia se Vn KONO [<1 K=ra | WO = (6 [oi I KOs] NAV VAI OL os 

lert and capitalize on your ~ 
lal<] alec com lalil(@mmer=)|aata6 [or 

HP Shadow Kick 

HP Brelelaal—icalale Witetel ts 

Fighting As Jade 
Emerging from the shadows, Jade 
demonstrates her fighting ability 
and ensures that no one mistakes 
her for anything less than a danger- 
ous adversary. With the ability to 
pass through projectiles, Jade 
seems almost invincible at times. 
This move enables you to shut 
down the majority of your foes 
attacks. If a projectile is approach- 
ing, perform the back to forward 
motion, press HK, and then immedi-. 
ately run toward your opponent. 

When Jades Glow Kick misses, it 
reates a good projectile counter 
pportunity. Jade is also vulnera- 

ble when she attempts a 
Boomerang throw. These missed 
ttempts create openings for 
Cle le | (mele) ga) oleh me) maclamejelicela 
Tal.@re(e) aa) ofexy 

Weaknesses 
ades biggest flaw becomes 
pparent when she throws a 
ole) aal=ie=|ale pce laalimtalom ale len|elois 
f these attacks. Also, Jade lacks 
he variety of moves present in 
ther characters arsenals, so 
pponents can usually guess what 
ittack is coming. Despite these 
minor drawbacks, Jade Is a solid 
ewcomer. | 

Another effective move isJades  _ 
Glow Kick, which is an updated ve 
sion of Jonnny Cages Shadow Kick 
and is one of the fastest attacks in 

JADE™ 



MORTAR OME 

Nil ell Ualem comes) aya iacersmal ts 

superiors of the coming 

Outworld menace, Jax 

begins to covertly prepare 

for the future battle with 

Kahn's minions. He fits 

both arms with inde- 

structible bionic 

implants. This is a war 

Jax is prepared to win. 



Special Moves 

Bionic Rush: 

se E 

breaker: 



Finishing Moves: TELE 
LULU 

Slice ‘Em Up: 
(BL), .Y =). Release BL, (close N64) 

PUTTUELUAE 

Mega Squash: 
RN, BL, RN, RN, LK (full screen) 

ACLU 
HP. HP. BL, LP. HP HP HP, BL, LP. HP 

Friendship: | 
Tana ; Pit: 

| LL 

BL 

HK, HK, €+HK (3-hits, 19%) 

_ HP HP BL, LP €#+HP (5-hits, 24%] 

HK, HK, Q+HP HP BL, LP €+HP 
(7-hits, 33%) 

(LP), =), =), YU =. then release LP (close) 



The Double Shot is another effec- 
ive weapon in Jax’s arsenal. The 
Single Shot doubles the damage, 
S a quick move, and helps keep 
o} 0) orelal=ialnwe)am tate |celU]alemmlmy cele! 
vary your attacks between Single 
=] ale a Dle)6]0)(sn) a(e) Kura] @16 iralOlOMNN@) alo 

Ground Smashes, your defenses 
can become impenetrable. 

Combos 

Jump Kick, Bionic Rush (2-hit 22% 

Jump Kick, Single Shot (2-hit 20% 

B)01aa| OM A (e,emm Glo) Kel ar=mGlg-/em (on alit 

37%) 

Super Corner Combo 
HK, HK, Y+HP HP BL, LP €#+LP 
Juggle Punch, LP Gotcha Grab 

UKoms ey. 4 es lelammel ale ammsi(elalem NeKia 
combo to stop jumping attacks. 
This tactic must be precisely timed; 
however, it does prevent your 
(o) eo) ofe)alaainwmicelanmieiaele)iare 

Fighting Against Jax 

Sweep Counters: 
Bielalem wena 

(Cle) Kear-mere-l© 

Elrolelaremaachia 

Jumping Attack Counters ax has a wide variety of special 
Uppercut moves that you must always be 

Standing HK aware of. When advancing | 
oward him, run and then block 

Kel Ul are lalelehye when he starts a special move. 
DXoya hum (e)ce(1ael-), me] a18) (ee <a] 0)(= 
Ground Smash; jump into the air 
when you see his arm draw back. 

yan =) (eal (em eehia 

HP Gotcha Grab : 

HP Jump Kick, Backbreaker 
= ae = 8 You can use some neck kicks fol- 

Fighting As Jax owed by a sweep to deplete Jax’s 
health while keeping your dlis- 
ance. Make your opponent jump 
by “faking” a projectile, and then 
using your Counter combos when 
aatelelaisl ale my.ele|aralutalee 

Sf ).@r-) ©) Ol=r=] ml On Ol om @) aoe) Malo 
strongest characters in the game. 
Although Jax is a defensive char- 
acter, he has the power to destroy 
a Kombatant in just a few sec- 
onds. Jax’s LK should always be 
charged, because it unleashes a 
Sitsra]ida bom Gl celularemiaata\iam ies 
Xe) gal omre [6] (eee =] aal=(6[=1mm (016 | axe) 8) 10 
nent will never know what hit 
allaar 

Weaknesses 
ax’s only drawback is that most of 

his moves have a long recovery 
ime. If your opponent correctly 
anticipates one of Jaxs moves, he 
can inflict some serious damage to 
ax with just a single combo. 

ven 



MORDALK OMEGA 

y N= Wot aTe)=1-1 9-1 (0) 

Kabal's identity is a 

mystery to all. It is 

believed he is a 

survivor of an 

attack by Shao 

Kahns extermina- 

tion squads. As a 

result, he is vicious- 

ly scarred and kept 

alive only by artifi- 

cial respirators anda 

= Je(-Wace)am-valellaye me) at-l0 

Kahn's conquest. 

a 



Special Moves 

Hell Face: 
BL, BL, BL, HK (close). 

go tes, 



Babality Links 
RN, RN, LK 

HP HP Q+HP (juggles; 3-hits, 
+ 13%] 
LK, LK, HP HP Q+HP (juggles; 
_ 5-hits, 15%} 

HP HP Yale Q+Hp (4-hits, 17%! 
_ LK, LK, €#+HK (3-hits, 18%) 
LK, LK, HK, 4HK (4-hits, 24%] 
_ LK, LK, HP HP Y+LP Q+HP 
| (G-hits, 17%} 

(HP), =), =), YG. =), release HP (close) : Combos 

Web Spin, LK, LK, HK, € + HK 
- (5-hits, 24% 
Jump Kick, Web Spin, LK. LK, HP 

HP | + HP (7-hits, 24%) 

_ Jump Kick, Web Spin, LK, LK, HP 
~ HP &+ HP Jump Kick, Fireball 
_ (Phits, 38%] 

Brutality | Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, LP Web 

HP. BL, LK, LK, LK, HK, LP LP LP. HP LP _ Spin, Uppercut 

ne Fireball 

4.1/5) Ooms) ©) | ar am @r@) 00) O10) 
BL, BL, HK 



Jumping Attack Counters 
Uppercut 

Standing HK 

Nels lalelaleleiy 

Web Spin + Uppercut 

HP Web Spin, Jump Kick, Fireball 

Fighting As Kabal 

When playing as Kabal you must 

have patience and the ability to 

quickly unleash the Web Spin. You 

(of=] aa Wale.qnycele jane) ©) ee) alam e)vanielaa) Os 

ing toward him and then throw- 

ing a Fireball to stop any forward 

motion. This technique keeps 

Kabal away from HKs and jJump- 

Tale ira |ara(e qreelelaltaay 

When you capture your rival with 

a Web Spin, you need to inflict as 

~much damage as eles] °)(op A 
Juggle Combo Is a CIV Nsclulale 

follow-up to the Web Spin—i 

accomplishes your goal c of maxi- 

aalelanme fal aatalelon 

The best time to catch an Oppo- 

nent in a Web Spin is when he 

attempts to jump over Kabal. 

While your opponent is suspend- 

ed in the air, you can knock him 

down with an uppercut, or a 

Juggle combo! Kabal may have a 

Taalinexe mm alelaq) els axe) era) ata(@ «yanelelmitalq 
few this mysterious warrior has 

are grimly efficient. 

KABAL™ 

Fighting Against Kabal 

The simplest way to defeat Kabal 

5 to fake your opponent Into 

performing a Web Spin, block tt, 

and then counter with a massive- 

o Fe lagtale(omee)an elope msoiane) em tain 

scenario, hold down the Block 
button while rapidly pressing up 

and down on the D-pad. This 

usually tricks your opponent Into 
thinking that you've released the 

Block button in order to perform a 
move. If your opponent falls for it 
and throws a Web Spin, start a 

o)aal ocomcomilaliamellssmelie 

Weaknesses 

The biggest flaw in Kabals armor 

is the long recovery time he suf- 

fers from a blocked Web Spin. This 

lag time leaves him open for any 

number of attacks. Also, the 
et=xe]lalaliaremaarenusiaslalemelmaln 

Ground Saw are easy to detect 
and, therefore, can be countered 

with a variety of deadly combos. 

z ae 
so y es 
ROR ve 5 Serene 

a at S ” 



AC TaloM Yc mialelelel aime 

have been killed in the 

first tournament. 

Instead, he is found alive 

Tam tar=meleianielaremuat-la- 

he again escapes cap- 

ture by Sonya. Before 

the actual Outworld 

invasion, Kano con- 

vinces Shao Kahn to 

Spare his soul. Kahn 

al=x=10Kow{0) pal=xe) l= 0 

teach his warriors how — | 

to use Earths 

WV =¥=] of 0) a t-te aC= 100 [= 

lise aye) (x= 



Special Moves 

a Sword loss: 

seperate nbc sete ent 



Finishing Moves 

Skeleton Rip: 
(LP), =) UY =>. release LP (close) 

Eye Lazer: 
LP. BL, BL, HK (outside sweep) 

Friendship: 
LK, RN, RN, HK 

Babality: 
=), 9 LL LK 

AUTTUELUAE 
(HP), BL, BL, BL, Release HP (close) 

Brutality: 
LP BL, LP. HP BL, HK, LK, BL, HK, LK 

git 
TT. eK 



If your opponent attempts to 
jump over you, greet him or her 

with Kano’s Slice Uppercut. This is 
also an effective weapon for coun- 

tering regular jumping attacks. 

Fighting Against Kano 

ALG 

HP HP LP (juggles) (3-hits, 18%) 

HP HP Q+LP Y+HP (juggles) 
(4-hits, 22%] 

HK, HK, LK, €#+HK (4-hits, 23%) 

HP HP HK, LK, €#*+HK (5-hits, 26%) 

LK, HK, LK, €#+HK (4-hits, 23%) 

Combos 

Kano Is very fast and unpre- 
dictable. To defeat Kano, you 
ale kimuar«\.oml(e]altallalep tak imu coll (op Cone 
ways advance toward Kano with 

caution, because he can damage 
u with his quick moves. In gen- 
al, you need to use the same 

fighting strategy against Kano as 
ou would when fighting Kabal. A 

oforere Mitel aul are mi uealkare \Varalera| [ahi aa lalhs 

o Fa ]ate[<1ce] Uhm (elm hy comm (0) Olr= 40) 0| 0) (om 
of projectiles, then fake a projec- 
tile and counter your opponent's 
reaction. By faking a projectile, 
you make Kano come toward you, 

‘Sra 18] a16 Mra] aime) ©) Oe) au6 /alinyanne) 

counter with a good uppercut. 

Jump Kick, Spinning Ball (2-hits, 
22%) 

a Pe Hane So pan colelarelareleky= 
(5-hits, 30%) 
HP HP Q+LP Y+HP walk forward, 
HP Spinning Ball (6-hits, 32%} 

Super Corner Combo 
HP HP Q+LP Y+HP Juggle Punch, 
Uppercut ». 

Fighting As Kano 
a Weaknesses 

Kanos biggest weakness occurs 

when his Spinning Ball is blocked. 
Even though you miss knocking 
down your opponent, you remain — 
als salou) ian [ehimu(e)alemcalele(e| ance) a 

your opponent to retaliate. He or 
she can either unleash a combo 
on you or just perform an upper- 
(ol 0] am a] On era] KOVAC] alo fal (om aloe 

he throws a projectile, so make 

sure you only use them when it’s 
Safe. 

Kano is very effective when his 

Spinning Ball attack is always 
el ala] 46 [16 ita) ale i coral 6 \Van tem (alelaleaP 

With this move charged, you can 

use it anytime to counter a missed 
sweep or a poorly timed jumping 

attack. To make this attack even 

more dangerous, run toward you 
o) 8) ofe)al=laimayi site mielomny®)ialal|ale metal] 

charged before releasing it. You 
(ora) aU KYU la] | \Van era] KGa ra] aime) 0) efe)alcialt 

trying to jump away or sweep 
Wels 

NON Nok 



MORTALKOMEA IS 

After the Outworld 

invasion, Liu Kang 

finds himself the 

prime target of Kahn's 

extermination squads. 

BCRCRUCESECUn 
Champion and has 

hwarted Kahn's 

schemes in the 

past. Of all the 

humans, Kang poses —Sss 

the greatest threat to : 2. : 

Shao Kahn’s rule. | . i 



Special Moves 

High Fireball: 
=)+HP (performed in air also 

Bicycle Kick: 
(LK) for 4 seconds, release LK 

Super Kick: 
K) for 4 seconds, €, , felease LK 

Finishing Moves 

__ Mental Torch: 



Arcade Drop: ITFLUNE 
T. ; A a) 

Brutality 

rents 
| LP HP.BL.LK. HK. LK, HK, LP. LP HP 

RN, RN. RN
, RN +]

 
. 

Pit, 
RN, BL, BL, LK 

Links 

HP HP €@4LP (juggles; 3-hits, 
F 13%) 

"LK, LK, HK, LK (4-hits, 22%] 
HP LK, LK, HK, LK (5-hits, 25%| 
_ HP HP BL, LK, LK, HK, LK 
| (7-hits, 29%) 

Combos 

GEL tk 

Jump Kick, Flying Kick (2-hits, 

_ Bicycle Kick, Flying Kick (2-hits, 

- 25)% 

_ Jump Kick, Air Fireball, Flying Kick 
_ (3-hits, 28% 

_ HP HP €* + LP Jump Kick, Air 
~ Fireball, Flying Kick (6-hits, 22%] 



ng the opposite direction. When 
xecuted properly, this catches 
our opponent from behind before 
Kang hits the ground. Liu Kangs 
uppercut punch is every bit as 
deadly as Kung Laos; use it to stop 
C] aa) 8) [ale ira) tale oe 

Super Corner Combo 
Jump Kick, High Fireball, Juggle 

Punch, LP Bicycle Kick 

sweep Counters 
Flying Kick 

Bicycle Kick <ang’s Low Fireball attack enables 
‘allagmKome|0(e.@lelale(igu 0)ce) (elt | (= Low Fireball (as sweep is starting) MIS 
ttempts while inflicting damage to 

Jumping Attack Counters o) 5 axe) 0) 010) al~ 1a) araiMmt alo ta lagen tl aston 

uJ ou can drain even more health by 
ppercut : | oe 

ountering missed projectile 
Sir=Jalellare Mimic ttempts with a Juggle Combo. 

Kel Ulalelalele hy Fighting Against Liu Kang 
HP Low Fireball 

HP Bicycle Kick nVaa COW ia] <omy.0)6 | ane) 0) ee) aloral melee 
unleashing one of Kang§s special 
<icks. If you are not yet proficient at 
performing counter combos, rely 
n an uppercut on blocked kicks. 

Jump Kick, Air Fireball 

Fighting As Liu Kang 
f you anticipate a Fireball by Kang, 
ou can either execute a Button 
Tal qxeco) ag) eco e) anvcele mera|alnealconyvamaliaay 

Liu Kang brings the element of 
surprise to the tournament 
because of his incredibly fast fight- 
ing skills. His Flying Kick is espe- 
cially fast, which makes it a very 
effective mode of attack. 

t's best to stay on the ground 
gainst Liu Kang because of his 
evastating Jumping Attack coun- 
ers. If you need to approach him, 
make sure you Block frequently or 
<ang will destroy you with his 
Bicycle Kick. 

It's always important to keep 
Kang’s Bicycle Kick charged so Its 
ready for a quick release and 
some instant damage. With the 
Bicycle Kick charged, you can 
counter your opponents missed or 
blocked move, and then follow it 
by running toward him and exe- 
cuting a Button Link Combo. 

Weaknesses 
s with most characters, Liu Kang 
as a Significant lag time after 
hrowing one of his projectiles. 

Also, when he fails to connect 
with one of his special kicks and 
hey’re blocked, he falls prey to an 
ssortment of retaliation options. 

im (00 mer-| 9 ee) 0 altcigny(e6|ane)e) ee alcaias 
Heian) eliale fra] tealel.qwme)vacelalaliacemelale(ae 
neath the jump, and then releasing 
the Bicycle Kick when you are fac- 



MORTALKOMEAIS 

Kitana is accused of 

treason by the High 

Courts of Outworld 

after murdering her 

evil twin Mileena. 

Shao Kahn takes it 

upon himself to 

specifically appoint a 

group of warriors to 

catch his daughter 

=Talem ea tale mals) am of= [el 

alive. However, Kitana 

must first find a way 

to reach the newly 

crowned Queen Sinde 
and warn her of their 

true past. 



Special Moves q Finishing Moves 

Fan Lift Kiss of Death: 
RN, RN, BL, BL, LK (close) 

Fan Toss: Head Swipe: 
= ZL, >. >. HK (close) 



ee) Combos 
=. 9.9. HK 

Fan Lift, Jump Kick, Air Fan Toss, 
Square Punch (3-hits, 22%) 

KITGNA WINS _ Fan Lift, Jump Kick, Air Fan Toss, 
% LXcelale cm ©) 0) ol=1cel0|me)am \xel0]arel alelekx= 

(3-hits, 25%] 

Fan Lift, Jump Kick, Air Fan Toss, 

_ HP Square Punch (4-hits, 22%) 

_ Jump Kick, Air Fan Toss, Run + 
_ Uppercut (2-hits, 33%) 

AUTTUELUAE 
ZLUUL ARN (one step) "Fan Lift, Jump Kick, Hop Kick, Air 

mala less yan Ne [6 llc lala (onaliny 
: | : 33%) 

Fan Toss 

Fan Lift (as sweep Is starting) 

Cjejelaiceult 

Brutality: Standing HK 
HPBL.HK,BL,LK.BL.LPBLHPBL 9» | soUndhouse 

_ Square Punch 

Fan Lift + Combo 

Pit: 
EL LK 

Fan Lift, Uppercut 

ALG 

HK, HK, LK, €#+HK (4-hits, 23%) 

HP HP €#+LP ™)+HP (4-hits, 25%) 



Fighting As Kitana Fighting Against Kitana 

To defeat Kitana, you must first 
know what the lady ninja Is capa- 
ble of. Kitana only has a few 
attacks and is also quite limited In 
1 a{ oan (0) 00] 10K @r=] Coie (0) AV Ame (0) UM =y4 O10h\— 
yourself to her best combo when 
Vole inal coNVvara is ©)40) (Gl | (ome Bal 
combo (Jump Kick, Fan Toss, 
Square Punch) will destroy you if 
you constantly throw projectiles. 

An effective fighting strategy 
against Kitana is to trick your 
Opponent into performing a Fan 
Lift prematurely. You can do so by 
mping toward Kitana, and then 

immediately throwing a projectile 
Com al-limnvcele| ance) avira] ce manele) arm nalny 
ZI MUKIO r=] Nama Tes@ncele| axe) ©) e\ealal! 
into the Fan Lift, enabling you to 
attack with anything that keeps 
you Clear of her Fan. 

ita] a ra era] @mnice) © r=] 0)".0) atom ice) ag 
attacking by air by using her 
incredibly potent Fan Lift. The best 
NiVe<\Van KOM Gra] Kel a= |a ime) ©) 8Xeal—lalmlamial= 
Fan Lift is to fake a Fan Toss by 
tapping =} two or three times and 
pressing Block. Usually your oppo- 
nent will jump at you, which 
(0) ol =) aha 6) Oda lomo) e)ele) duel allay mKemelea1e 
‘allaaixe)aua\=)ane)0lare) malcom] |@auUisamiala 
Lift. 

However, a savvy MK veteran will 
come at you with Teleport 
Punches or any similar attack. To 
compensate for these attacks, sim- 
ply perform the forward tapping 
aaie)i(olapur-lalemtalciam ale) >) amelaid 
you detect the attack. This pre- 
vents you from being hit by a 
oUa\eam ial ialcm e<(e are) mi alom alate 

It's best to throw Kitana’s Fan only 
when she’s airborne. The Fan 
Throw is not as effective when 
Wie] UM comn\ tlalellaleme) a the (e}ce)U late 
because of its lag time. However, 
when you throw a Fan while tn 
mid-air, you immediately recover 
and fall back to the ground. This 
enables you to keep many Oppo- 
nents away by simply throwing Air 
Fans. 

\/henever you jump away from or 
toward your opponent, make sure 
{ole im 4a] ce)Varale at= als 8-10) Come] email 
the ground. This prevents your | 
fo) o) ofe)at=ialewiceaamuaysiare me xe)salciuallaren 
tricky, because he or she will get 
smacked with a Fan, and you will 
have time to add a swift combo 
ice) ar=(6 (6) |e) eral meralaatale lon 

Weaknesses 
Kitana suffers tremendous lag time 
after performing a Fan Throw. The 
only way to avoid this fault Is to 
only throw the Fan while in mid- 
lle 

Another weakness comes into play 

her Square Punch. This sets her up 
icoler- ale] ©) 0\=1e.0 lane) anee) ag) eler 

Also, Kitana has a long lag time 
when she misses with the Fan Lift. 

This is when Kitana is most vulner- 

alot 

KITANA™ 

when Kitana doesn't connect with 



MORDALEK OMEGA 

The mysterious 

‘member of the 

White Lotus 

Society is back in 

an attempt to 

(=) (=¥-] es) at-lo mm ae- aye 

and avenge the 

(o(=¥- 14 ome) mali 

wo) a= elie e) ae)i alt=) aoe 



fe 
# 

te 

Teleport Attack: 
% 

Diving Kick: 
QUHK (in air) 

Spinning Shield: 
=), Y =>+RN (rapidly press RN for more 

spins; >) or = to move) 



Hat Slice: 

Friendship: 
RN, LP. RN, LK (past sweep) 

GP. 9. iP 

| Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, LP 
_ Spinning Shield, Hop Punch, 
_ Diving Kick 

PUTELLE 
RN, RN, RN, RN, BL (close) 

ACLU 
HP. LP. LK, HK, BL, HP. LP LK, HK, BL, HP 

Pit: 
LL >). 9. LK 

ALG 

— LK, LK, €4HK (3-hits, 199%) 
HP LP HP LP LK, LK, +HK 
 (7-hits, 34%) 

Combos 

_ Jump Kick, Air Diving Kick 
| (2-hits, 24%) 



quick sweep Tanlantexeltalkcl Vara] ino anrcele, 

[elcsera oleate as clel cela ce finish the 

move. 

Sweep Counters 
Hat Throw 

Spinning Sheild (as sweep Is 
Selatiate) Kung Lao has an uppercut that Is 

second to none, so use it every 

Jumping Attack Counters hance you get! 

re Fighting Against Kung Lao 
Standing HK | 

Ne) Ul ave /alelehy= When fighting against Lao, you 

Tanlekiara\ve)ie Walk wmB))Vilale mn <(e, cram lemele) 
so, run toward him in spurts by 
holding =} and Run, pressing BL, 
nd then Run again. This creates a 

ood attack opportunity and some- 

na laatonw anta\’al oan] ©lmavcelelme) ©) ele)al—al ace 
jump away rather than perform a 
aD) \ late Nie.e 

Spinning Sheild, Uppercut 

mi yas) e)|alalialemal=i|(e Mme. e)elaceel 

Fighting As Kung Lao 

Kung Lao is an offensive weapon 
because of his arsenal of moves. 

From his super-fast Diving Kick to 
his Teleport Punch, Lao is a force 

to be reckoned with. 

Its a common tendancy to duck 
and uppercut immediately after 
seeing Lao’s Teleport. Avoid this 
‘move and any jumping attacks to 
Tralialiaaly4ome-]a\’ane ralgnr<\el-mice)aamales 
powerful uppercut. 

One of Kung Lao’ best fighting 
techniques is to jump back, and 
then dive down with alk )ivilare 

Kick. Often times, your fo) 0) efo)areialt 
releases the Block button when h 

sees Lao’ initial retreat; the Diving 

Kick will definitely catch him off- 
guard. You can also use his Diving 

Kick as a way to get closer to a 

fallen opponent. If the timing Is 
right, you can dive in and then 

id alce)vivanv4ele ane) e) 810) aleiale 

‘Laos Hat Throw is an effective pro- 
jectile that you must jump over and 
then quickly counter with a jump 

: Kick. 

Weaknesses 

Kung Lao is very susceptible to 
amage when his Diving Kick gets 

blocked. In addition, Laos Teleport 

leaves him vulnerable to an upper- 

ut. Use his Hat Throw sparingly 
because of its lag time and the 

Tlat-leullinymcomeealice)Mimaiiicraa\YZoiNVA 

Try adding this clever twist to 
Kung Lao’s Teleport: After emerg- 

ing from the Teleport, press a 

punch button when Lao reaches ~ 
the top of his climb. Then add a _ 

Kena LAao™ 



Up avelelel al mre ar-\Vi- 

been killed by 

Kitana in Mortal 

Kombat II, Mileena 

now prepares to 

battle in Mortal 

Kombat Trilogy. 



Special Moves 

Sal loss: 

& 

(full screen 

‘ 

% 

and Spit: 
2 a # 

ee _MILEE! 

% Friendship: 

. 
FESS EEA ois pean ea teers 



Babality Ine 
a Mls LL”).> ~ HP HP P+LP G+ P (3-hits, 22%) 

=n te HK, HK, T4LK, P+HK (4-hits, 
MILEENA WINS — 23%) 

HP HP HK, HK, $4+LK, $+HK 
- (6-hits, 30%) 

Combos 

_ Jump Kick, Sai Toss, Ground Roll 
— | (3hits, 25%] 

AUT ELUNE ; ) | 
_ Jump Kick, Ground Roll, Hop Kick, 

=> UL >>. HK (close) | Sai Toss (4-hits, 33%) 

_ Jump Kick, Sai Toss, Ground Roll, 
_ Jump Kick (4-hits, 33%) 

"Neck Kick, Sai Toss, HP Ground 
_ Roll, Hop Punch, Sai Toss 

_ Air Kick 

Br elie Sai Toss 

Ci colelare xe)! 
LP LP. HP BL, HK, LK, HK, BL, HP. LP : _ 

_ Ground Roll (as sweep Is starting) 

P It ; Uppercut 

LLL! Standing HK 
eolU late] alelenx~ 

_ Jump Kick, Ground Roll, Sai Toss 
_ HP Ground Roll, Jump Kick, Sai 
q loss 



Viole mele exe) ani 1an)|©)| ale malareme|colelare 
attacks. Also, when it connects, It 

Fighting As Mileena 

Mileena’s Ground Roll is the key t 

victory. Its best to use this attack 

iV a=] @Navcele axe) ©) ele)alslaia hale laale)i ale) 

InN with an attack of his or her ow 

If timed correctly, you can knock 
your foe out of his or her jump 
and create an opportunity for a 

Juggle combo. When you connect 
with the Ground Roll against jump- 
ing attacks, jump up after your 

(0) 0) oe) al=alar-)alemalimallaame)@ualc aa itan 

ale) 0m 06 /a(¢ aryali tian talcum ale) omelelale 

connects, you can release a Sal 
i ialce)vvan ce) ari (elie) ala) mera|aatalelon 

Another attack to look out for Is the 
Air Kick, which is often used after 

you have thrown a projectile. The 
best way to use this to your advan- 

tage is to “fake” a projectile by tap- 
ol [a\e Max Ata]a\e MK melai-la\omvalclamaliailare 
block. After your opponent uses 

the Air Kick, start your favorite 
B)Ulete|(cmere)an|elomcomelelaliam ells 

o) 0) ole) al=ial a 

Another dangerous and effective 
move is Mileena’s Sai Throw. The 
Sai Throw is very effective at keep- 
ng you at a distance and out of 
the air. To counter this move, trade © 
projectiles with Mileena, meaning © 

when you see her about to unleash 
a projectile, use one of your own 

to trade damage with her. 

a\ ANAT Coio] OM i alom mela mime laeemelelt 

ton held down, so you can 

unleash a Sai Toss when needed. 

Also, you can keep jumping oppo- 

nents at bay by using a simple Sal 

Throw. As soon as your opponent ; 

leaves the ground, release the Sai Weaknesses 
to pop him or her back. 

Milennas main weaknesses occur 

when she uses her Ground koll 
and Air Kick. The reason these are 

dangerous is that they leave 
Mileena wide open for Juggle com- 

bos if they are blocked. Also, when. 
Mileena throws her projectiles 

Niall (cucveclatellale moval tarcme|ce)0|a\epmr-lam 
(o) ©) ole) a=) al axer= a orah)] \Van ta] Coma 6 lala 

tage by jumping over them with a 

face kick. 

NW illevelataknn steve) alem ofakimr-larc(e ei matcl 
trusty Air Kick. Lure your oppo- 

nent into using a projectile, and 

then pop him or her in the face 
with a quick Air Kick. 

Fighting Against Mileena 

To defeat Mileena, you must be 
ready at all times to quickly block 

Mileena’s major attack is the 

(CT co) 0| alein\<e)| panel arora] 6X om | Wi era] A kal <a 

MIPEENA™ 



Nightwolf works as 

alice) at-lam-laye 

preserver of his 

peoples culture. 

When Kahn's por- 

tal opens over 

North America, 

Nightwolf uses the 

‘nat-le|(ome) mal i= 

Shaman to protect 

his tribe's sacred 

land. This area 

becomes a vita 

threat to Kahn 

occupation of t 

Earth. 

5 ioe 



Projectile Reflection: 
=, =, Ga +HK 

Special Moves 

Shoulder Ram: 

Finishing Moves” 

Energy Channel: 



Lightning Axe: 
€=, €a, J HP (mid range) 

Friendship: 
RN, RN, RN, (sweep) 

WINS: OO 27 WINS: OT 
Mii i (ll RoE: 

NIGHTWOL F Wins = & 

FLAWLESS VICTORY 

ds 

a 

jor 
feet 

Babality: 
>), >), GLP 

SSeS 

Animality: 
> >) UL (close) 

Brutality: 
HP HP HK, LK, LK, BL, BL, LP. LP HP, HK 

ait 
RN, RN, BL 

Links 

HK, HK, 4+HK (3-hits, 199%] 
HP HP LEY, =)+HP (juggles: 

" 4hits, 23%) 
HP HP LP HK (4-hits, 22%) 

LK, HP HP LP HK (5-hits, 27%) 
LK, HP HP LP_Y, =)+HP (juggles: 

_ Shits, 28%] 

Combos 

_ HP HP LP Hatchet Swipe 
_ (4hits, 23%) 

_ HP HP LP Hatchet Swipe, HP 
_ Arrow (5-hits, 28%) 

_ HP HP LP Hatchet Swipe, 
~ Shoulder Ram (5-hits, 30%) 



fil ar Le hatchet swipe, Ar 

Jump Kick (6-hits, 34%) 

HP HP LP Hatchet Swipe, Hatchet — 
Swipe, Shoulder Ram (6-hits,.36%) _ 

super Corner Combo 
Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, LP 

Hatchet Swipe 

sweep Counters 
ima K@)ViVa vale)! 

Sale)0) (elsiaa kealaa 

Hatchet Swipe, Shoulder Ram 

Jumping Attack Counters 
Uppercut 

Sircjalel/alem mii 

o]Ulalelalelek\a 

HP Shoulder Ram 

mata] €@ alo MSY | OL or Shoulder kam 

Fighting As Nightwolf 

When playing as the Native 
American warrior, stay close to your | 
foe and repeatedly use a Juggle 
Combo. Even if its blocked, you are - 
pushed away to a Safe distance. 

Nightwolfs standing HK is very 
helpful in preventing your oppo- 
als) aianice)earaia tale diate mVele mV lieu 
jump kick. Because of his speed, 
Nightwolf can sometimes add 
damage to a fallen opponent by 
executing a HK before he or she 
can get up and jump away. 

The Hatchet Swipe is a useful 
weapon. Counter with an upward 

NIGHTWOLF'™ 

wipe of his tomahawk if your 
pponent attacks with a neck kick. 
ou can also use the Hatchet Swipe 
o counter regular jumping attacks. 

Overall, Nightwolf is an excellent 
MK Trilogy warrior—his balance of 
ffensive and defensive fighting 

tactics are among the best in the 
game. As long as you can execute 
he Hatchet Swipe, it will be 
xtremely difficult for your oppo- 
ent to attack you. Nightwolfs 
hest Reflect is a very potent 
efense, because its better than a 
Tan] ©)Com ©) felel eum (0) 6 iner=| a tra(el 40 la) | Vanco) Ole) 
(o] 6] ae) ©) efe) a= alam 0) ce) (<1e t| (ora) ale) 
eturn them to sender with explo- 
ive sincerity! 

Fighting Against Nightwolf 

Simply put, if you are up against a 
ood Nightwolf player, youre in 
rouble. You must take advantage 
f any missed Arrow attempts 

and/or premature Chest Reflects to 
secure victory. 

Ml alom elem c\ycomee)alelelciamnirelalauue)ii 
is to fake your character's projectiles 

_ in hopes that you can get your 
me) e) ele) al=ia|micedy|e|ag) me) am ela (e)aaamra 

¥ chest Reflect. If he or she takes the © 
bait, implement a Jumping Attack 
counter or deal out a Button Link 
combo. 

Weaknesses 

Nightwolf is almost flawless in his 
fighting prowess. His only real 
drawback is the lag time that fol- 
lows a fired Arrow. | 



MORTALEK OMENS 

Noob Saibot emerges | 44/ 

from the darkest ns | ~ tis, ‘ 

region of reality. A a Voy ou 

region known as the \) 
Netherealm. He ~ Pie 
belongs to a group || | 

called The Brothers | ; / 7 

AUREL ONY | : 
and worships 

an evil mysteri- | | | 

ous fallen elder god. . 

His mission is to spy | ae \ 

on the events taking  / | | 7 

place in the battle ¢- 
between realms and _ / 
reportbacktothe  / \, at 
Tallepaat=]i(omt-t-1e (216-9 



Special Moves Finishing Moves 

Clone Throw: Spirit Spin: 
 &, GP), >, HK (half screen 

ig es f - - 5 os = ‘ , 

ee eae: eos Bo Bic oe s 

Esa Ae naan SSeS ioeneier sists $e 

Teleport Massacre: 

Sa 

$9 



Friendship: 
=> > HP (full screen) 

WINS: OF 

AUTTUELUAE 
€, >), €, HK (jump N64) 

WINS: OF 
(MGoe BalgOT 

Brutality: 
LK, LP BL, LK, HK, HP. LP. BL, LK, HK 

git 
>. BL 

Links 

HP HP LP HK (juggles; 
- 4-hits, 22% 

EK, LI, LIK, CK (4-nits, 23%) 

Combos 

_ Clone Throw, HP HP Teleport 
7 Slam, Uppercut (4-hits, 30%) 

_ HP HP LP HK, Teleport Slam, HP 
_ Jump Kick (7-hits, 36%) 

_ Jump Kick, HP. Teleport Slam, 
Uppercut (4-hits, 33%] 

LK (as sweep is Starting] 

NYo}e 11016 ns Ya) | me ot Gre) 00] Ole) 

Clejelacault 

ele lalelalelehs 

Pasciateliatenal 
HP Teleport Slam, Uppercut 

HP No Block Ball + Combo 



Fighting As Noob Saibot +} Fighting Against Noob Saibot 
IN fete) oynst<1] Le) a ar- Ie [=r<16| \Var=(ONV(o1R <<] AVA 
to almost any opponent. His most 

useful move is the No Block Ball. 
When this projectile connects with 
Fale) e) oe)al=)aimnvV/ a1ekom ale)m ©) (elel.<] ale pam 

he or she cannot block (hence the 

name) Noobs attacks for a short 

period of time. This leaves a lot of 

cole)aaince) gner=|aal<\6 (me) 0) ele) at0lalii(ony 

Your best bet is to go for the 
Teleport Slam. Once it has con- 

nected, hit with a standing HP 
then go for another No Block Ball 

If you time it right, your opponent 
Viv aol o(=¥-]0)(<¥ com =\xer=] o\oi ua lcm \cleu 
ond No Block Ball. Basically, if 
Vo) | axe) 8) 010) a=) aime (elon ale) mn ale)" 

how to escape the Teleport Slam, 

you can repeatedly use the 

Slam/Ball until he or she is defeat- — 
ed. Cheap? Maybe. Effective? YES! — 

Another decent Noob Saibot 
move is his Clone Throw. This 

-move can be very confusing to 
(o) ©) ole) alsa] M yar] a1 iano K we | OMe 16l6[6] [= 

combos. Look for times when 
Vo] 6 | axe) ©) ef) al =) alma hera) ofe)eimnkem tal ce) 

a projectile. When you see this 

fo) 0) ote) gd0 | alinyamelaliorah iam ialom @(e)al= 

Throw, then block. The Clone will 

dU lalate ]|a)mcalce)elelalmualome)ce) (eal (or 

ra] ale a KONSMa(0]6|@xe) 0) 010 a(—a) ml aikem tala 

air. Block the thrown projectile, 

dalla le ©)£0\e.=1-16 mm Kolm U(e(6) (omy cel els 

o}ejerelalclaimel alll malcie)ans aici el-lenwce) 
mercy! | 

To win against Noob Saibot, you 
have to make sure you only use 
your projectiles when you need 
hem. Look for times when your 
opponent is jumping away, then 
Ula) (otk alt= im ©) 40) [ref] [om Oli @) Com aloe) s 

she hits the ground. Also, since 
Noob Saibot is a ninja, you can 
easily knock him out of the air with 
almost any attack. Try using a regu- 
ar standing HK or a HP If you opt 
or the HP you can finish with a 
uggle combo. Also, when your 

opponent tries the Teleport Slam, ~ 
Tan) ©)\Vau Sl=1ake)daamrcjame|e)e\-cee| a 

Weaknesses 
Noob Saibot’s main weakness is his 
ack of moves. He lacks a variety of 
moves, which makes him quite pre- 
dictable. Also, Noob Saibot can eas- 
ly be uppercutted when he tries to 

use the Teleport Slam. Another bad 
hing about Noob Saibot is that he 
alls into the “ninja” category. That 

means he can easily be taken out 
of the air with simple attacks, like 

tanding HKs and HPs. 

oe . bs oe ei a. Be 

— fA OL ; . ; eee 



Born in Kitana's for- 

mer world of Edenia, 

ACIIOMW CEM ialele (ei tcre 

away from the realm 

as a small child 

shortly after Shao 

Kahns takeover. 

Thousands of years 

later he resurfaced, 

his allegiance 

oX=1Co)aye|iale mom aC-lalae 

He chose to betray 

alecmalevant=itclalem e-itat-ls 

than suffer at the 

hands of Kahn's 

extermination 

squads. 



Special Moves Finishing Moves 

Mind Control Orb: 
y | =)+HP (control orb with D-pad) 

urned Upside Down: 
_ HP (close) 

ie 

WINS: 
a 

Lightning Storm: — 
UL =, >), HK (past sweep) 

WINS: O3 
WINS: OO 
Ra 

RAIN WINS 



Friendship: 
=), =) =). LP (past sweep) 

AUTTUELUAE 
BL, BL, RN, RN, BL (close N64)) 

th 
ae a nes 

ACLU 
HP BL, LK, HK, BL, LK, HK, BL, HP LP 

alc 
=>. >9.1P 

Sava Mle laltaliate 

_ Mind Control Orb 

_ Mind Control Orb (as sweep is 
ecladale) 

Links 

HP HP LP HP (4-hits, 22%) 
HK, HK, LK, HK, @4HK (5-hits, 
— 24%) 

Combos 

HK, HK, LK, HK, #+HK, LP 
| &+HK, Uppercut (6-hits, 33%] 

_ Super Roundhouse Kick, LP Super 
_ Roundhouse Kick, Uppercut 
| (4-hits, 43%) 
_ Sky Lightning, HP HP Mind 
_ Control Orb, LP Super 
Peele late ate) Ukxm <(e. em O)e)el-lcael| 
_ (7-hits, 34%) 
~ Jump Kick, Mind Control Orb, HP 
_ Mind Control Orb, LP Super 
_ Roundhouse Kick, Uppercut 
_ (7-hits, 48%) 

_ Super Roundhouse Kick, HP HP 
_ Mind Control Orb, LP Super 
~ Roundhouse Kick, Uppercut 
| (7-hits, 51%] 

_ Jump Kick, HP Sky Lightning, 
_ Mind Control Orb, LP Super 
Pi \Xele lave atelUkvom (ae Ulo)er-ica0]s 
 (7-hits, 44%) 



Jumping Attack Counters Fighting Against Rain 

Uppercut | 

Standing HK When fighting against Rain, you 

must stay in close fighting range at 

paganouse ll times. If you wander too far 

way, you are leaving yourself 
pen for Mind Orb attacks. Instead, 

tay in close and use some Link 

ombos to chip away at your Oppo- 

ents health. 

HP Jump Kick 

ml San Valen @ro)ajuce) i @) comm mi pam iilare 

(@o)a| ice) @)a op myam cole lalelarelenyer 

Cjejelaceeye 

HP. delayed Sky Lightning, Mind 

(@eolalace) x @)a opm mpan cole larelalelenier 

Uppercut 

Fighting As Rain 

nother good way to stay in close 

s to frequently use the Neck Kick, 

which is a powerful move in close 

Telaldiare me |Uralatcey 

Weaknesses 

Rain is one of the strongest charac- 

ers in the game. His only weak- 

nesses appear when he throws his 

Willate in @)a ebr-lalem).e\an e(elaldalialep 

because both attacks leave big 
ol eYetaliarenmcelan |e lan) om d(e.<cmr-lale 

Rain’s most effective fighting tech- 

nique is the Mind Orb. When an — 
opponent jumps in, use a HP to 

knock him back, and immediately 

UKomuarom\Vilarem@)gomcomelelimaliaamelens 

of the sky. Then pull him towards 

you and up into the air. When he’ 
hovering above you, unleash a 
combo for maximum damage. 

Another good tactic to use when 
fighting as Rain is the “trade” 

maneuver. When you sense your — 

(o) 0) ole) a (=a lai era) ee] 6) acon ta] ce) Var< i ©16e) 

jectile, use the Sky Lightning 

move. It’s called a “trade” because 

you will get hit by the projectile, 

but your opponent will get blast- 

ed into the air. This tactic also pro- 

vides the time to throw out a | 

Mind Orb after you recover from | 

the projectile. 

Note: The “trade’ maneuver 

doesn’t work against Noob Saibot 

or Sub-Zero. 

ES Be ~ RAIN™ 



As Earth's sworn 

fe) fo) {You Ke) om ac hye (= 8 

finds himself 

banished in the 

=r: ]mamrelelanielace 

merger. When 
the Elder Gods 

refuse to assist 

aliaamiam-]reliare 

Earth, the 

sHalelater-)mmcrere 

takes matters 

TalComalicmeli ie 

hands. He trans- 

forms into a 

nate) a t=] Mio al-Mer-le 

exist once again 

ola =t-latam-lale 

fight with his 

alelaat-lamece] pate 

rades, this time 

risking his place 

Tale at=w k= Jaltar=xele 

0) Me [ole -TaTe Mal 
own mortality. 

MORTAK OMENS 



| 

| 

Special Moves 

Lightning Toss: 
WINS: OC 

WINS: OC 
PEN 

WINS: 00 
VGH SABO 

ay 

o WINS: OF 
BENE 



Super Shocker: 
(LK) for 3 seconds, release LK, 

tap BL+LK rapidly (close) 

WINS: OF 
2s ee ee 

SEVELLE 
GLUT +HK (past sweep) 

Animality: 

YZ. HK (past sweep) 

WINS: O4 99 

ee Se) ONY CAGE 

Friendship: 
V9, HK 

WINS: OF 

| RAYDEN yee 

KioD 

t 
_ HP HP LP LP (juggles; 4-hits, 27%} 
HP HP LP »)+HP (4-hits, 31%] 

HK, HK, LK, + HK (4hits, 23%] 

MANCHU 
HP LK, LK, LK, HK, LP LP LP BL, BL 

Pit: 
ULL ti? 

ALG 

«LK, €@+HK (3-hits, 19%) 

Combos 

HP HP LP LP walk in, Uppercut 
| (5-hits, 37%) 
_ HP HP LP LP Reverse Lightning 
_ (S-hits, 33%! 
HP HP LP LP walk in, HP HP 
Lightning (7-hits, 39%) 

_ HP HP LP LP walk in, LP HP Hop 
_ Kick, Torpedo (8-hits, 50%) 

: Jump Kick, Hop Kick, Torpedo 

| fo-hits, 32%) 

Palela ca 

_ Teleport 



Jumping Attack Counters Teleport for more damage. Another 
great time to use the Teleport Is 

Cjejelaceels 
right after you have a jump kick or 

Standing Hk a neck kick blocked. Many times, 

R¢elel are alelenie your opponent will try to attack, 

HP Teleport and the Teleport wil ell aliaame) mu aloe 

every time. 
HP Lightning Toss 

HP Hop Kick, Teleport 

HP Reverse Lightning Toss 

Fighting As Rayden 

Fighting Against Rayden 

To win against Rayden, you need 

to keep him far away. This may 
seem difficult, because at any time, 
he can Teleport close to you. When 
Rayden teleports next to you, use a 

simple push kick to push him away. 
I atciame)aleom aloe heele| mela Oleh ain <(ei 

range, simply use your projectile to 
stop him from advancing again. 

When fighting as Rayden, you 

should always keep his best move, 

the Teleport, at the ready. When — 
enemies try to jump kick you or 

hit you when you get knocked 

over, you can immediately 

Teleport to safety. A good tactic to 

use with the Teleport is to neck 

N{el @nv(o)6| axe) 0) ole) al-iaiemial-iam ca ee)a! 

iV aloiamy.elemalianal= ground. Usually 

your opponent will try to upper- 

cut you, and the teleport will put 

you behind him or her. Now, just 

run up and throw him or her, or 

Start your favorite Link combo. 

Another good strategy to use | 
against Rayden is to keep the pro- 

jectiles flying. Make sure you only 
e them when he attacks, or he 

ViVi1| ekeura) ©) (ois comm K=i(=) ole) aar-lare 
throw/combo you. 

Weaknesses 
Rayden doesnt have many weak- 

nesses. He is an all-around good 
olga] ey=| tain talon aatcllamuallale ma) 
Rayden player needs to be aware 
of is the minuscule lag time that 
follows a thrown Lightning Toss. 
©) tals talclamecaraiem\<=\\cel- gmk Melalme)i 
the best characters in the game. 

Another good trick to use Is the 

simple HP-Teleport air attack 

counter. When your opponent 

jumps in at you, you can usually 

knock him or her back with a sim- 

ple HP Now, if you are fast 
enough, you can add on the 

RAYDEN™ 



MORTALEKOMEATS 

PAN WAVE: \Vi-ime) al=Me) medar[e 

Kahnss reliable 

servants, Reptile is 

chosen to assist 

Wi-Tol=mlamial-meor-] elton 

of Kitana. In con- 

trast to Jade's 

instructions, 

Reptile is ordered 

to stop the rene- 

gade Princess at 

all costs... even if 

hiaal=y-lalsmal-leme(y-100F 

~ | q 

2 
q 



Special Moves 

Fast Force Ball: 

Slow Force Ball: 
, &a+HP+LP 

€+LP+BL+LK 
3 



Finishing Moves 

Body Snack: 
€, =) YZ BL (mid range) 

Corrosion: 
>) =)... HK (sweep) 

Ee ee 

Friendship: 
Ly), & Hk (close 

Mb Ets 

Babality: 
mp9, CL LK 

it 2 

WINS: OF 

AUTTUELUAE 
GLELGLT. HK (close) 

CLINE 
HP BL, HK, HK, BL, HP, LP LK, LK, BL, LP 

ait 
BL, RN, BL, BL 

Links 

HP HP Q+LP (3-hits, 21%) 
HK, HK, €#+HK (3-hits, 21%) 
HP HP HK, €#+HK (4-hits, 24%) 



HF, Fast Force Ball, HP Slow Force 

Ball, Uppercut 

Fighting As Reptile 
Returning with a vengeance, 
Reptile is now a force to be reck- 
oned with. He has two Force Balls 
of differing speeds and a great 
move that counters sweeps. Reptile 
is most effective when in a con- 
stant attack mode. Tactics like firing 
a Fast Force Ball followed by a 
Slow Force Ball, and running next 
o your opponent before the Slow 
orce Ball connects. The dual Force 
all attack enables you to pound 
our foe with a Button Link | 
ombo. When you don't attack, 

you are playing into your Oppo- 
ents hands because Reptile has a 

Taaliecomalelanle(meyi counters lal} 
(olSliclaky Vom kore alal(e|elonvam | 

Fighting Against Reptile 
When playing against Reptile, you 
must remember to stay within close 
site |aliiale Mralatelen This limits your 
opponents attacks, because Reptile 
has a limited arsenal of close range 
moves. Also, the lizard ninja has a 
relatively weak uppercut, so jump 
over him and perform lots of Neck 
Kicks. When the Neck Kicks con- 

Combos 

Fast Force Ball, Slow Force Ball, 

Uppercut (3-hits, 28%) 

HP HPY&+ LP Acid Spit (4-hits, 22% 

HP HP %+ LP Fast Force Ball, 
UO) o) of ceu jexe) am cole ale |alele hom tom allay 

34%) 

HP HP &+ LP Fast Force Ball, HP 
HK (6-hits, 34%) 

HP HP&+ LP Fast Force Ball, HP 
HP Acid Spit (7-hits, 33%) 

HP HP %&+ LP Fast Force Ball, HP 
Jump Kick (5-hits, 25%) 

Fast Force Ball, HP Slow Force 

Ball, Uppercut or Roundhouse 

(4-hits, 30%] | 

Fast Force Ball, Slow Force Ball, 

Uppercut or Roundhouse (3-hits, 27%) 

Fast Force Ball, Slow Force Ball, 

HP Acid Spit (4-hits, 23%) 

Jump Kick, Fast Force Ball, HP 
Slow Force Ball, HP ald PXalemSe)it 

(/- “hits, 39%) a 

super Corner Combo 
Jump Kick, HP Fast Force Ball, HP 

Jump Kick, LK (6-hits, 40%) 

, sweep Counters 

Silels | 

Acid Spit 

Fast Force Ball (as sweep Is 

fa]adlale} 

combo to add damage. 

| Weaknesses 
Reptile’s biggest weakness is his 
inability to handle attackers who 

Jumping Attack Counters njoy in close battles. Also, when 
Uppercut 0) F\V/lale male fal lanier character WAV, 10) } 

Stancine Hic an shut down projectiles, Reptile ts 

J xtremely ineffective. Overall, if 

Roundhouse ayed wisely, Reptile is a devastat- 

HP Acid Spit Tale earl ralakoe 

nect, follow up with your favorite. = 



When Shao Kahn 

makes a failed 

attempt at stealing 

the souls that 

occupy Earths hell, 

Scorpion makes 

his escape. Now 

ree to roam the 

arth once more, 

oxo] ao} fe) amale) ne l= 

allegiance to no 

one. Hes a wild 

card in the Earths 

struggle against 

dalmOlULAY Ve) ake p 



Special Moves 

% 

a BL (while both ko nhatants are in the air) 
cae i Si hs 

Teleport Punch: 
€=-+HP (can be done in air) 

Forward Leap Punch: 
a 

=)+HP (can be done in air 

WINS: OF 
+ SoU 



The Gathering: 
=>, => UT. RN (close, N64 only) 

fo =: 

Friendship: 
€, > > €= LK (close) 

Animality: 
TT. HK (close) 

ACLU 
HP BL, HK, HK, LK, HK, HP HP LP HP 

Pit: 
~). TTP 

Links 

HP HP P4LP (3-hits, 18%) 
HP HP HK, €*+HK (4-hits, 24%] 

HK, HK, LK, LK (4-hits, 23%} 

Combos 

_ Spear, HP HP HK, + HK (5-hits, 

| Jump Kick, Spear, HP HP HK, € + 
HK (Ghits, 29%] 
| Jump Kick, Spear, HK, HK, LK, LK 
_ (Ghits, 28%) | 
_ Jump Kick, Teleport Punch, Spear, 
BHP HP HK, €* + HK (7-hits, 29%} 



o jump toward you. If positioned 
-orrectly, you will be out of his 
attack range and ready to pull him 
out of the air with the Spear. 

New Super Corner Combos 
Jump Kick, Hop Kick, Forward 

Leap Punch, LP Forward Leap 

Punch, Hop Kick, Air Throw 

(6-hits, 42%) 

Jump Kick, Hop Kick, Forward 

Leap Punch, LP Forward Leap 

eclaee lee miter alk rek 

Another way for Scorpion mom lalilet 
ome damage is with a jump 

kick/air throw combo. This combo 
excels at snatching jumping attack- 

ers out of the air. In addition, 
corpion’s Air Throw Is superior to 

other characters’ aerial moves, so 
tips 

use it out when you sense an 

Sweep Counter 
iS) Ol =r-] ait a xe) 081 810) 

Jumping Attack Counters ncoming air’abtack. 

nani: Fighting Against Scorpion. 
Sir=]alell are imine Seta tango 

ele ave] alelunxe To stay alive against Scorpion, viele 
must avoid his most powerful 
move—the Teleport Punch. You can ee 

entice your opponent into. asin” 
he Teleport Punch by simply Sieas- 

alemtatoms)(ele button occasionally. 

mas) Ol ora] Oe mm Ge) 001910 

HP teleport Punch, Spear + 

(Golan) eve) 

Fighting As Sco 

Satols o)e ames potent as ever with 
his awesome arsenal of attacks. 
His most damaging attack is his 

Teleport Punch, which can be 

used when an opponent attempts — 
Kod alcon Vrain ©) ce) (=a t] (ela alcia ele le 
opponent jumps back. Scorpion’s — 
Teleport Punch is the key that 

Ulaltelel <m aal-lanaelm alk combos and 

(Go) Ua] k=] reco) aa) etehy 

rpion 
Scorpion Is very easy to ateleaxelel 
of the air. Usually a well-timed 
Standing HK will suffice, but a HP Is 

ust as effective. 

Weaknesses 
Scorpion’s biggest weakness is his 
nability to fight effectively at close _ 
ange, because he has only one : 
effective ixele) = sial= Spear. : 

ts also very easy ie erock Naolre)iela 

out of the air. His last weakness 
comes to light when his Teleport 
Punch is blocked—he is left floating 
n the air and is very susceptible to 

[Ulefe |[omele}agelexs 

Another deadly move is the Spear. 

PNik=l an atallliate MAycele lane) ©) 8le)al=ialara] ale 
o[e=\o[o]ialem aliaam apm .e)e ers] Os Kollera hom 

your favorite Button Link combo — 
mova ilalkamaliaaie) imme aloes) Ol=ra) aus best 

Ula ir4axe VV alslamealame)®)elelalciaianiaten 



OMBAIS 

Sektor is actually the 

code name for unit LK- 

919. He was the first of 

three prototype cyber- 

al=\ifomalialt--meleliime)amial= 

Lin Kuel. Sektor was 

once a human assas- 

sin trained by the Lin 

Kuel. He volunteered 

for automation 

because of his loyalty 

to the Clan. Sektor sur- 

VN =x-98 tal cM OLULANVo) ale. ae _ 

TaNYZ=s-3Le) alm el =xer= 10 {=m al = 

has no soul to take. 

{ 



Special Moves 

= Straight Missile: 
WINS: 0 

i, Bi 

Finishing Moves — 

Compactor: 
LP, RN, RN, BL (sweep) on a le 

Flame Thrower: Teleport Punch: 
)+LK (ground/air) 



Friendship: 
RN, RN, RN, RN. (half screen) 

Babality: 
LED tk 

~SEKTOR WINS 

BUTT ELUNE 
==) LT (close) 

_ Jump Kick, Ju 

HACLUAE 
HP. BL, BL, HK, HK, LK, LK, LP LP HP 

ait 
RN, RN, RN. 

ALG 

_ HK, HK (2-hits, 15%} 
_ HP HP Q+LP (3-hits, 18%) 
_ HP HP HK, €#+HK (4-hits, 22%] 

HP HP HK, HK, @+HK (5-hits, 
- 26%) 

Combos 

| Jump Kick, Missile (2-hits, 21%) 

_ Jump Kick, Teleport Uppercut, HP 
| Missile (4-hits, 29%) 

_ Teleport, Double Missle (3-hits, 
1 33%) 

bh HEA Shot 2 ge Bo gt, &, @ i, Bede f SUF Ter A ee 8 4 Es & panes BE BB _ i # i os S a] : # 

ed ~ s Ee | 
5 “ 

alt 

Ly 

sei 

om melaear 

Teleport Uppercut, LP Missile 



Fighting As Sektor 

Sektor is most effective when his 
Teleport Uppercut is executed cor- 

rectly. This move is superb at 

countering projectiles and Is 

extremely fast. 

Fighting Against Sektor 

he ability to counter Sektors mis- 

siles is essential if you want to 
defeat him. If you can jump over 
them, you can cause some major 
damage to Sektor during the lag 

Sektor’s fast Missile is another ben- ME that occurs while he recovers. 

eficial move. Sometimes it leaves 
opponents with no choice but to 

block it and take some damage. 

For maximum carnage, start with 

a Seeking Missile and then follow — 
it up with a regular Missile. So 
even if your opponent blocks the ~ 

first attack, the second one will 
connect at almost the same time 

and dish out a double dose of 
damage. You can really create 

some havoc by occasionally fol- 

To)vV/l ale ae] Omtalom ane missiles with a 

i (=)(=) ole) gm] 0) ela ceere 

Anticipating his Teleport Uppercut 
is also crucial. When you block this 
move, immediately follow it with 
rlame)e)elceuiaralalemialalre 

projectile. | 

Weaknesses. .._ 
Sektor has several weaknesses 
because a key part of his offensive 
arsenal relies on projectile attacks. If 
ny{ol6| axe) ©) ole) al=1almr-)alucel | Oraik a Sela alla 

attack, Sektor is susceptible to a 

jump kick. Also, if your opponent 
blocks Sektor’s Teleport Uppercut, 

e can start a Juggle combo of his 
Beyond Sektor’s basic. fitlaiate wn, which creates big problems 
skills, there’s not much left in his 
arsenal, so the MIENAvAe feyim talento 

Skills is essential. If you want to 
Xo) a | i KXomn’.0)0| axe) ©) 8fe) alia | ema velo ma-i8 
olelace)anamanlelie|e) (om lel=)eleame) es 
percuts, creating a bombardment 

of attacks from both sides. 



MORTARKOMEAIS 

Sheeva was hand- 

eo} Ket ¢=¥o Ml oh¥aps) ar-le mm aC-lala 

to serve as Sindel's 

ol =] g-f0) a=] mo) me) (-Yo (0) 

She becomes suspi- 

off] Uke) ) aT-[ 0 

Kahn's loyalty 

toward her race 

of Shokan when he 

places Motaro as 

alzy-1e me) mu aliom=>.40-) al be 

nation squads. In the 

Outworld, Motaro's 

race of Centaurians 

is the natural enemy 

of the Shokan. 



Special Moves Finishing Moves 

Ground Stomp: The Hammer: 

Darle Skin Rip: 

= +HP | Kets Ms ACS HK (close) a 

Friendship 

ead 

aise i 

es “re 
as, 

ne ro 
No 

°. 

a iS ee oA "% S % agatha * i Asi 3 3 



Babality: 
LLL. ik 

PUTELUNE 
RN, BL, BL, BL, BL (close) 

Brutality: 
LP, BL, LK, HK, BL, HK, LK, BL, LP, HP 

Pit: 
Se Zo ee A 

HP HP LP ™)+HP walk in 
~ Punch, LP Fireball 

| micsleral| 

_ Ground Stomp 

1 Cleyercadye : 

Standing HK 
| Roundhouse 

_ HP Fireball 
| Jump Kick, Ground Stomp 

Rie 

_ HP HP LP ™)+HP (juggles; 4-hits, 
| 25%) 

HK, HK, LK, €@+HK (4-hits, 27%} 

HP HP LP HK, HK, LK, +HK 
_ (7-hits, 42%) 

Combos 

_ HP HP LP =} + HP HP Fireball 
| (6hits, 36% 
| HP HP LP =) + HP HP Jump Kick 
| (Ghits, 36%) 
_ HP HP LP =} + HP HP standing 
_ HK (6-hits, 36%) | 

ae 

ad 

Blelefel[= 



When Sheeva starts the animation 
ixe)au al=i@nGicelelarems)co)palevmmlelan| ® 
toward her and start a Button Link 

combo, or just keep the attack 
simple by pitting her with a jump 

Kick. 

Fighting As Sheeva 

Sheeva is a very strong character 

that can dish out lots of damage 
and mount an excellent defensive — 
battle. By utilizing a close fighting — 
distance between you and your 

o) ©) ofe) alia imr-/a(e mae) ah ital ali\vmehyi ale mrs 

Button Link Combo, you can 

cause plenty of damage while 
pushing yourself to safety. You 

(er=] ara] KYO © 10) 6 | ale )n0) 90) Omelaer-hy0) ab 

ally to take off even more health. 

| Weaknesses - 
heeva displays her biggest weak- 

ness when her adversary avoids 
her Ground Stomp. When this 
move can be avoided, it places 
Sheeva in a tough situation of 
receiving the nasty end of a 

Ulacelam Mialeree)an| elena kyey Sheeva 
is susceptible to a jump kick ey 

either her Ground Stomp or 

Fireball is anticipated. 

You can stop almost every jump- 

ing attack by using Sheevas stand- 
ing HK. When you connect with a 

standing HK counter, toss a 
Fireball to add on some more 
pressure. 

p (eo) 0 er=] a ee)6 a) kci ara] alan e) ce) (selfs 

attack by performing Sheevas 

€icole arom \ce)na| OMA alam ialconiViare 
aie) 0) 8le) aio ale follow it up with a 

Ula) all ale Viole) OF 

Fighting Against Sheeva 

When battling Sheeva, take 
advantage of any missed opportu- 
nities that are presented for you to 
Talila ame |=) aarae (orm (010 er=] alia) Com O)ten 
jectile attacks to make your Oppo- 

falc) alMs>.(ciel 6 |KomN) a[oroVsa kin Gl celelale 

Stomp. When this occurs, jump 

into a close fighting range before 
elo) ace)daallale mame (occ hiealelale Button 
Link combo. 

‘ S HEEVA™ 



MORTALK OMG 

oy fale (slime) alercm mei (te maal= 

OTL AW{e) ate i-) ape) at-le 
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Special Moves 

mre 
,>)+LP 

Air Fireball: 
=)+-LK (while jumping or floating) 

WINS: OO 
a a aE 



Sonic Scream: 
RN, BL, BL, RN + BL (close) 

Friendship: 
RN, RN, RN, RN, RN, 

Babality: 
RN, RN, RN, 

AUTTUELUAE 

ACLU 

BL, LK, BL, LK, HK, BL, HK, LK, BL, LP 

Pit: 
VILL 

Links 

_ HP HP Q+HP (juggles; 3-nits, 19%) 
HP HP LP HK (4-hits, 25%) 

HK, HP HP %+HP (juggles; 4-hits, 
27%) 

mii, HP HP LP HK (os, 347) 

Combos 

_ Jump Kick, Fireball (2-hits, 21%] 
_ Jump Kick, Air Fireball (2-hits, 21%] 

_ Jump Kick, Sonic Dizzy, HP HP LP 
HK (5-hits, 28%) 

LK, HP HP.%&+ HP Jump Kick, Air 

Fireball (6-hits, 40%) 

HK, HP HP Q+HP walk in + Juggle 
Punch, Hop Kick, Air Fireball 



Taateky ene |a kine) 0) 0’<18) (orm =\yani (eral tial) 
around and throwing Fireballs 

when your opponent tries to 

ttack, you can frustrate your foe 
to making lots of mistakes. 

Sweep Counters 
Fireball 

Sonic Dizzy (as sweep is starting] 

Jumping Attack Counters Remember that if you can't get 
Uppercut he Wave Dizzy off fast enough to 
HP Fireball atch jumping attackers, you can 

till use Sindel’s regular standing 

iaiag tik HK—it’s a very effective Jumping 
Roundhouse Attack counter. 

Ye) a] (em B)774¥ ae mm Ge) 08) 810) Fighting Against Cindel 

Jump Kick, Air Fireball 

Fighting As Sindel 

When playing as Sindel, make cer- 

tain you have her Air Fireball 
(o o)V\V0 ls OL =18K=1elW\V mm (0) 0 ez] ain kele) era (0)! 
of opponents by jumping toward 

them with a jump kick, and then 

throwing an Air Fireball just 
before the jump kick connects. 
Nalkwaaten’{omOKiUr-) iva e)celaalOlemualoian 
into an uppercut; however, the 
punch will miss, and they'll end 
up catching a Fireball in the mug. 

When playing against Sindel, only 

ump toward her when you are 
positive your jump kick will con- — 
nect. If you jump late, you'll get. 
aught in her deadly Wave Dizzy. — 

(ol 0 la oxi oY=1 me) MU/alaliale pcre rliakit 
indel is fighting in close, because 

her moves take a while to start. 

Prevent her from getting in the air, 
cause her best attacks are 

aunched from there. Use your 
aking tactic to elicit a Wave Dizzy 
Kevan yi ave |=) mc a\clale)(ele auiar-lare 
guickly throw a projectile to pre- 

If you anticipate a projectile, ent any similar attacks. 
counter it with a jump kick into an 

Air Fireball for a quick two-hitter. 

Also, if an opponent tries to Jump- 

attack Sindel, execute the Wave 

Dizzy, wait for him or her to get 

close, and then perform a Juggle 

Combo. 

Weaknesses 
Like the other characters, Sindel is | 
ulnerable whenever she throws — 

her regular Fireball. She is also 
usceptible to damage if her Wave 

Dizzy is blocked. In addition, 
indel is very open to jump kicks 

re] ale Wrals a\@s) re) mele (e(6| (mae) ag] elehwahs 

aom Ol=x6|/ahwtalomra) al iaarai4(e)am (eo) malas 

Float move. 3 

Sindel’s Float is very difficult to 
perform when playing a good 

opponent; however, if you man- 
age to get in the air, she become: 

SINDEL™ 



With Sub-Zero's 
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acel=]mmsyanle).comr-]alemayce 

other ninjas are 

Tacdabsine) maalcxemalce 
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Special Moves 

Armegeddon: 
BL). =). Lifullscreen) 

% 

Air Throw: Grenade Drop: 
BL (while both kombatants are in mid-air) 



Friendship: 
RN, RN, RN, HK (full screen) 

ULL. Hk 

AUTTUELUAE 
J. >), =), BL (full screen) 

Brutality: 
LK, LK, HK, BL, BL, LP LP HP BL, BL 

| Uppercut 

- Air Throw 
_ Standing HK 
Paelelarelarelenxe 

Pit: 
=. LK 

Links 

HP. HP LP (3-hits, 18%) 

HP HP HK (3-hits, 19%) 

HP HP LK, HK, LP (5-hits, 26%) 

Combos 

. Jump Kick, Spear, Uppercut 
_ (3-hits, 28%) 

; Jump Kick, Teleport Uppercut, HP 

_ Spear, Uppercut (5-hits, 36%) 

| Jump Kick, Teleport Uppercut, HP 

' Spear, HP HP LK, HK, €# + LP 
_ (9-hits, 37%] 

_ Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, LP 
_ Teleport Uppercut, HP Spear, HP 
# HP LK, HK, LP 

See 

ilelelame)ycaraer 

_ Spear + Combo 

_ HP Spear + Combo 



HP Jump Kick, Air Throw 

HP Teleport Uppercut, HP 

iS) OL =r=] at a xe) 001 810) 

Fighting As Smoke 

Fighting Against Smoke 
\V(/atcrals ©)fa\ Vil ale male fall akin) 0010) Cor 

avoidance of his Spear (a long- 
ange weapon) is the key to suc- 
ess. When you anticipate the 
pear, counter it with a combo 
hat begins with a jump kick. You 

an also counter the Spear with 

attacks that utimately result In you 

absorbing a hit from Smoke. Such 
‘trades” include: Sub-Zero’ Ice Ball 

and Ice Shower and Cyrax’s Green 
Net. , 

(Goya lnycole lane) 0) ele)alcaim iaicemenyiale 
Smoke's Teleport Uppercut by per-— 

o)sanliace mm talcum anceldce)ahwelmny.ele| qummam 

character's projectile, but instead © 
of pressing the button to finish off 
he move, press Block. By switch- 
ng to this defensive posture, you 
eave your opponent at your 
mercy because of the lag time 
ollowing a missed Teleport 

Uppercut. 

Smoke is an offensive and defen- 

sive powerhouse. The most vital 

tactic to Smoke's fighting success 
is mastering the ability to lure 

your enemy to jump toward you. 

y (ol U in er=) a r= (0) 00] 0) Kamiah ©)yan fa] Ol 

ping €* on the D-pad a few times 
but instead of pressing LP to 
throw the Spear, press Block. This 

(of=] an exe) nvZe) 6] axe) 0) ekelatcialanlalcemsallal an 

ing that a Spear is coming, thus _ 
leaving him open to a jump kick 

and Air Throw combo. 

You need to anticipate when your 
adversary is about to throw a pro-- 
jectile. If timed correctly, you can 

use your Teleport Uppercut Ke) 

counter, plus an HP HP Spear, and 

natalia sie iscelal Mlalar@e)aaleromce 
Taliltamxelanlom antaksiVomel-laatale[ee 

Weaknesses 
Smoke'’s major weakness revolves 
around his Teleport Uppercut. If 

Vol0] are) ©) eXe)al=ial mms) (ele cm sal Mane ch 

Smoke is left wide open for all 
sorts of Juggle combos. Also, ine 
Wiele| axe) e) eyelarcalt anticipates a _ 
Spear, he can easily jump over It 
and inflict all kinds of damage. 

Another way to snare an Oppo- 
nent with Smoke's Spear Is to con- 

stantly run toward him while : 
punching, and then as yourrun 
meter depletes, jump away. Many — 

times, opponents will attempt to 

follow you, making it quite easy 
ome] =] 0m Nalciagmele lane) mi salomalip 

SMOKE™ 



MORTALK OMB 

When the Outworld © 

oe) t=] Me) el=1as-me] ome) (=) ar- 

large city in North 

yVa aT alot: Wim ey-lal(om=lale 

chaos rage out of con- 

trol. Kurtis Stryker 

was the leader of the 

‘ai{e) mere) a igelme)uler-lel= 

when Shao Kahn 

began taking souls. He 

finds himself the lone 

107 a7 \"(0) ao) mr od |AYane) alec 

populated by millions. 



Special Moves Single Bomb High: 

Rushing Attack: 

WINS: OF 
SITRY 

WINS: 00 $9 WINS: O7 
SHANY CAGE is Say — a 



ice 
=, >) HP 

Finishing Moves 

Explosive Vest: 
J. >. Y. >), BL (close) 

Tazer Charge: 
=), =), =). LK (full screen) 

ES BRS tt causa racsc pea 

Friendship: 
LP RN, RN, LP 

Ld... HP 

PUEDE 
RN, RN, RN, BL (sweep) 

HAUCLUA 
LP HK, LK, HP. LP LK, HK, HP LK, LK 



aie 

x Da ea LL 

Links 
HP HP LP (juggles; 3-hits, 18%) 
LK, LK, €#+HK 3-hits, 19%} 
HK, HP HP LP (juggles; 4-hits, 23%) 

Combos 
Jump Kick, Rushing Attack 
(2-hits, 35%) 
Jump Kick, Baton Takedown 
(2-hits, 23%) 
LK, HP HP LP Double Bomb Low 
(6-hits, 35%) 

LK, HP HP LP Jump Kick 

(5-hits, 31%) 

LK, HP HP LP Rushing Attack 

(5-hits, 28%) 

LK, HP HP LP Baton Takedown 

(5-hits, 31%) 

Super Corner Combo 
LIG HPAES Ce Jugg Punch, LP 
NUK allale Wa\ttale va 

Sweep Counties 
Rushing Attack 

Baton Takedown 

Jumping Attack Counters 
Uppercut 

The Gat 
Sit-larellale mle 

ele lalelaleleny= 

mi PaGlelamyale)t 
HP Rushing Attack 

Fighting As Stryker 
The best strategy to use when 
playing as Stryker is to always be 

KURTIS STRY 

on the attack. He has a few limit- 
ed, but effective, fighting tactics. 

<0] dukon eta] ai <ors) Oe) ©) Ole) aloial mice) aa 
Uhallate mela (laa eliare toward him 
by using of his Rushing Attack. 
owever, his best way to pummel 

ra] ce) ©) 00) al ole] MRK OM fa] Coma Im mO)UY 
Grenade and then as your Oppo- 
nent jumps, blast him with a 
el alel ale mle 
When you need to put distance 
between you and your adversary, 
use a Button Link Combo. After 
Vo) U i OLUK alra\U\"=\vanvcele lame) ©) 010) alsa 
unleash a fury of Low and High 
Grenades. 

Fighting Against Stryker 
When fighting against Stryker, you 
need to anticipate the Grenade 
osses and release a projectile of 
your own (if your character has 
one). This enables you to duck 
under Stryker’s projectile while 
al ce)yval ale AVelelny 
When Stryker gets in close, use a 
S{Ujace)am Mal qxee)eajoromcomeleniamallsa 
back. By staying near sweep dis- 
‘ance from him at all times, you 
place yourself in a position to 
duck his Grenade Tosses. 

Weaknesses 
Stryker has a long lag time if his 
Grenades Tosses are anticipated. 
Another drawback when playing 
as Stryker comes into play when 
Wel0 | axe) ©) ole) al=ialm 8) (ele cm alnmehiallale 

Stryker is left in the air for a split 
second, which enables your 
(0) 0) ole) al=1a] mkome [\iamele lance) anion sata) (els 
damage. 



MORTALKOMBIATS 

Tsung is Shao Kahn's 

lead sorceror. He 

fo) plots Wn =1i mel 0| me) mr hV.e) 

with his emperor 

after failing to win 

the Earth Realm 

Wal melelelamcelelae 

nament battle. 

But the ever 

Tol anT=Tanliale my ar-laye 

Tsung Is instrumen- 

tal in Kahn's con- 

quest of Earth. He 

has now been grant- 

ed more power than 

ever. 



* 

Special Moves Triple Ground Fireballs: 

Single Fireball: 

Bed of Spikes: 
UPL°9. m9. release LP (close ae 

e 

€=, =, >) -+HP 

eballs: 

“sé ALPILRN.BL. RN, BL, release LP (aseh, 
% Fs 



Friendship: 
LK, RN, RN. J 

Bahality: 
RN, RN, RN, LK 

SHANG TIGNG Wits 

PUTELUN'E 
(HP), RN, RN, RN release HP (sweep) 

Brutality: 
BL, BL, BL, LK, HP. LP LP BL, BL, BL 

Pit: 
yy 

aN (ole) oN] oe) 
~ Baraka 
| wlelalalanva@-le(— 
- Sonya 
_ Raiden 
_ Rain 
| Cyrax 
- Scorpion 
Pasa 

_ Sector 
_ Liu Kang 

Morphs 
White codes : N64 and PSX 

Sree Codes: PSX only 

_ Jade 
' Sheeva 
~ Kung Lao 
| Wutelxe 
Pa Itelarnwielli 
Sialela) 

_ Super Sub-Zero 
_ Stryker 
_ Kabal 
_ Kitana 
ele 
_ Mileena 
~ Human Smoke 
erate 
@MKi Rayden 
BMK2 Kung Lao 
| UGATEy 
| GEtsse Sulevcre 
| Sileedcire 
| Suglele 
| Belele 
| elaisian’ @ce- 
| ReNelae 
| eiae 

milage) Se) 

| leie 
| Migete 
| Sere ela: 

. Miles 

Yelllow codes: N64 only 

LG & Hk 
RN, RN, Bla 
ot es eal 
A A SNES oe) 
Kd ee >) Mw) 

RN, BL, LK 

Be Be BL 

BY -p+ip 
RN, BL, BL, HK 

=, =), GP 
Y , G+RN 
Lett 
(360° forward) 

=) LYBL 
a A ls 
RN, RN, BL, RN 

@,  D+ik 

BL, RN, LK 

BL, BL, KIN, RN 

= Ay. HP 
By ,LP 
Jui 
v2, LLP 
a7 LK 
=e). BL 
NZA 

=, = LN 
(amie ace 

=, P?.HK 
=) A, HP 



Links 
HP HP LP €@+HK (4-hits, 22%) 

HK, HK, €#+HK (3-hits, 19%!) 

Combos 
Ground Fireballs, Uppercut 

(4-hits, 36%) 

Ground Fireballs, Three Fireballs 

(6-hits, 37%) 

super Corner Combo 
Jump Kick, Juggle Punch, Juggle 
allele apes lolele] (om melee ammielelel (= 

Punch, Uppercut (6-hits, 38%} 

Fighting As Shang Tsung 

To be successful with Shang 
LSU lave Fany(o) 0m age himu gata] Come comiiele 
can pull off his Fireballs and 
Morphs. Tsung is played differently 
from any other character because 

he maintains a defensive fighting 
style, even when attacking. 

Stay away from your opponent 
and toss different patterns of 
Fireballs to keep him off-guard. If 
0) 6 ix @r=] alm f=], < om (0) 0| xe) ©) 0fe)al~l alan alce, 
s[elanle)iate mney Valcemy (ele ma enomvcelels 
Standing HK to nullify its effects. 

By using Shangs Morphing ability, 
you can really give your foe trou- 
ble. Just make sure you know 
each characters special moves and 
strategy, or else this move wont 
be very effective. 

Whenever you knock your Ooppo- 
als] alane(@)\,\/ aan dU] aim ke)\,\/-1 06m alleamalare 

unleash a Button Link Combo, © 

elalemualaa tals away and throw a 
Triple Fireball to keep him away 
and in a blocking mode. 

Fighting Against 
shang Tsung 

When ol F\Wilatemalerallanyt Tsung, Its 
ola alsiilanlec eral (eleye ©) (-la mom iralel= 
projectile attacks. If you sense a 
Fireball from Tsung, get in the air 
before it reaches you and smack 
him in the face with a que kick to 
alom alora[6F 

f Shang Tsung Morphs into anoth- 
er character, sweep him when he 
begins to change back. Be very 
aware of Tsungs jump kick—it's 
very fast, and is sometimes difficult 
om eo) 6 /altciems |ahitcra(6me)m eee laltcial elem ian 
Vita irll me xelanele)e\-iceu iam seamelale(ae 
neath him and perform a Button 
la) exeo)an| orem Kom oleialnal agua icalys 

Weaknesses 
Shang Tsungs greatest flaw in his 
ighting style surfaces as he begins 
on W/o) g 0) alm 6y-(@ alla lcom all aah\oilmra| ices 
Telaltlate maka) ale) dale me@alal ea (aka 
When this happens, Tsung falls 
prey to several attacks, sweep 
attacks in particular. Keep in mind 
hat whenever you Morph into 

FYatesiatalan Colanleraiealal mmole lealaarerele 
ately inherit all of their weaknesses. 



Tamalesmalelaat-lamie) saan 

Smoke worked for 

the Lin Kuel as an 

assassin. When 

the Lin Kuei auto- 

mate their ninjas, 

Smoke becomes 

trapped. He then 

transforms into a 

Cyborg assassin. 



Special Moves q Finishing Moves 

Spear: 1-2-3 Stretch: 
_ RN (mid) 

Teleport Punch: . § Tele-Death: => 

€=.HP (canbe done in air) | —-RN,BL.RN. RN. HK (outside sweep) 

WINS: 00 
E 

- Air Throw: - Friendship: 
BL (while both kombatants are in air) 

WINS: OO 



SELENE Combos 

| Jump Kick, Spear, HE HE HK, 

| 4+HK (6-hits, 29%) 

_ Neck Kick, Teleport Punch, Spear, 

7 HP HP HK, €#+HK (7-hits, 33%) 

_ Neck Kick, Teleport Punch, Spear, 
_ Uppercut (4-hits, 33%) 

_ LK, LP Jump Kick, Teleport Punch, 
_ Spear, HP HP HK, €#+HK (9-hits, 
| 40%] 

Animality: _ LK, LP Jump Kick, Teleport Punch, 

oro  _ —— @ spear, Uppercut (6fits, 40% 
> > > Ge HK (half screen N64) .P & | | 

WINS: OO 7? WINS: OF 

SMOKE WINS 
SRE 2 

Tagine: Errepreneeahiebeettiegmeny? 

S. = SB 

a i fe a # 

: Jump Kick, Jump Kick, Spear, HP 
72 ss _ HP HK, €+HK (7-hits, 37%) 

Selec 

_ Uppercut 

Sciaeliarenal 
Brutality: 

HP.BL, LK. HK, HP-HK,HP.HK.LPLK =| HIP Spear + Link 
_ HP Jump Kick 

ae _ HP Teleport Punch, Spear + Link 

TTP : Fighting As Classic Smoke 

Kole alelalelenis 

| j k | To win with Smoke, you must lure 
UL _ your opponents toward you. After 

_ you get them to jump, you can 
LK, LP (juggles) (2-hit, 15%] _ immediately pull them out of the 

LK, HK, LK, €@+HK (4-hits, 23%) 

HP HP HK, €#+HK (4-hits, 24%} 



to look out for is the teleport. Lure 
Ve] 6] axe) e) 8) 8Xe) alain wacom tala tala ole) at 

by tapping forward and back- 

ward, then tapping block. Once 
they use the teleport, and bounce 

ie (OM colar-Ielanle) (<M [elele](emaelanlere 
or an uppercut to ‘push them 

back. 

air with the Spear. Once you conf: 
nect with the Spear, you can go 

into numerous different attacks. A 

good combo to use here is: LK, LP 

jump kick, Teleport. 

b (0) 6 era] ara] KOM OKomn a TomnY 00] ©) (om | ©) Oli fe 

cut for decent damage. Another 
good way to chip away at your 

(o) 6) 86) al ola) ml alora] | WAM KRKOMUKY ome] 019 

[ci (=) oxe)a mV al ola ay.e)6] ane) ®) 8lelalalt 

tries a ground attack. This way, 

you will appear behind your foe 
a] ale i 00) 0m allanme)an aici Mila mtalomra(@on 

Weaknesses 
Smoke'’s main weakness is the lag 
time that follows a Spear. When 

you see or anticipate a Spear, 
TanlantexelFalnc) hae (ome) ar-lam-la\vanlelaale 
kick. Also, “fake” your opponent 

Telcom tallal Niele mycele malice leliale micemehy— 

a projectile. That way, he or she 

will try the teleport. After you | 
block the Teleport, go into your — 

favorite juggle or a simple upper- — 
cut. Smoke also suffers from “low 
priority” when jumping in. You 
can take him out of most jumping 
attacks with a simple standing 
‘alielam diele 

Another, more tricky, line of 

defense, is to HP jumping oppo- 

nents out of the air, then go into 

a Teleport-Spear. This sets you up 

for the same style combo as 

before, it's just harder to do. 

Fighting Against 
Classic Smoke 

NV (atclaMite|aleiale mare rallaNian lane) <ommvsele 
ialelae Ma omr=)¥Ze)(6 Molalom ant-](e)mutallalep 
his Spear. This attack can take you 
out of the air as well as grab you 

when you arent blocking. 

Secret Code—Playing as 
. Classic Smoke 

To access Classic Smoke, pick 
Rte) eYomYa ale) \<cir-lalelisatsiam alel(oN nals 
HP +BL+RN+ HK untilthe — 
match begins. When the code is — 
performed correctly, Robo-Smoke 
becomes Classic Smoke. Unlike 
other hidden characters, you must 

enter Classic Smoke'’s code each 

time you want to play as him. 

When you see the Spear about to 
come out, immediately go for the 

early jump kick. This will Knock 

Vio) 0| axe) ©) ele)aioia| mice talome|colelalem-lale 

you will be able to run up close 

for a ground combo. As Smoke is 

o{=iadl are ime] ope (once) ma(ele| axe |celelare 

Xo) gn] ofon Koel a)| Ora \ ca \aralany.e)ele 

opponents health. Another attack 

GNSS (Gms) 



fter having seen both of 

ws ale).¢-]amal-valevalaat-ve 

eaten in the previous 

tournaments, Shao Kahn 

drafts a new type of 

warrior to do his dirty 

work: a Centaurian 

named Motaro. Motaro 

is a huge fighter, pos- 

sessing a giant upper- 

oXete\Var-Valomaatzm le) =) am elele 

of a horse. His powerfu 

hooves can severely 

oF Taat-\e[=mr-]a ime) °) ele) aT-191 

along with his massive 

forearms. 



Special Moves 

Fireball 
LK for 3 seconds, release (N64) 

md BHP PSN) 

Fighting Motaro 

To be successful fighting against 

Motaro, you must be ready to 
counter his jumping attacks with a 
swift jump kick of your own. Onc 
you knock him down, immediately 
(dU | aim KONV\Vc=] 06 is AKIN 6 [= 74016 Ol@\e\\ eral ale) 

Claltarakiamaycele | axe ala] fa1el Kol me) (616 (ony! 
S{Olaxe)am Mal qxeean] oMm@laq-|i[e)ar=1|\"2 | | 
Motaro will block the first few hits ,l0ss “S 
of the combo, but you are almost =) + LP (close N64) 
certain to connect with the last >) + EP (close PSX) ° 
couple. In fact, sometimes he aN 
won't block any of the hits, result- 
ing in a more speedy victory for — 
you. Sweep 

©) atom lan)eke)aeclalmtallave mom <asemia €= + LK (N64) 
anliave Mar=]laateXs Mra) |IRe)mm Ve) Falneks €= + LK (PSX); 
attacks can be countered with an Hctint 

uppercut. This includes Motaros SSE ee 

ela ellale attacks and Tail Swipe. If re hess tr 

you're extremely quick, you can Grab and Smack 
even stop him from using his Gra =, m=), >). HK (N64) 

with an uppercut. By using the my, LP (PSX) 
“jump kick/combo" system to 

| fight against him, you are 
almost guaranteed a victory 

_ every time you fight him. Just 

, remember to refrain from 
me mecisiem eles characters projec- 

tiles. They’re useless since 
NWlelralnokwrel0 le] amelvicoaxs (amelie 
deflect them back toward you. | 

‘Teleport 
ET ING) 
SEAR HK PSY) 

Fatality (Head Rip) 
> > > HK (close, PSX only) 



Ry) 

The last opponent you face Is 

the ever-powerful Shao Kahn. 

A€=] yam ia sye me) mar-hlale meals 

Cole] mat=Taatcvalcomrelimelel me) | 

his hands, so this time, 

he comes prepared 

with some new and 

evastating attacks. 



Fighting Shao Kahn 
Y= elerarel ale me)amelem.ele econ &)(<\V1a16) 
as, you may either destroy or be 
destroyed by Shao Kahn. The mo 
basic strategy to defeat the head 
BXOhN ws hWEKO GOAN ir</all\Vmelele @releuvar 
dalolamlaalaaleel (alec) yao) ©) OLec@eimaliag 
when he performs his Shadow 
Rising Uppercut. Follow that with 
your characters most devastating 
Button Link combo, and you may 
stand a chance. When the combo 
has knocked him away, go back to 
the ducking position and start the 
pattern again. | 
Another way to defeat Kahn Is by | 
repeatedly using your characters 
projectile attacks. This tactic Is not 
as effective as the first, but with 
certain characters, it can be utr 
lized. Some examples include: Sub- 
Zeros Ice Ball/uppercut and Liu 
Kangs Low Fireball patterns. 
The final way to defeat Shao Kahn 
is to use a Character who has a 
Button Link combo that knocks 
Shao Kahn into the air. After you 
have performed the combo, run 
up next to his fallen body and per- 
form the combo again as he 
begins to rise. This pattern Is very 
effective and will lead you to victo- 
ry almost every time. 

Special Moves 

Fatality (Hammer) 
>, <a, €=, HP (sweep N64) 

€=, =) HP (PSX) 

Fireball 
=> Y). LK (N64) 
=, €a,>), LP (PSY) 

Pick Up and Slam 
ised +P (close N64) 
>) + LP (clase PSX) ~. 

Grab and Smack - 
mm) HP (NGS) 

Shoulder 
mm) HP (N64) 

YL. >). LP (psx) 

Upwards Shoulder. 
UG). HK (NG) 
Rs iad HP (PSX 

~ Insult 

BLT. BRN (N64) 
L.-. LK (PSX) 

Laugh | 
UY. RN (na) 
SEE HK PSH) - 



Thought to have been killed 

in the first tournament, 

Goro resurfaces to fight 

again. After remaining 

undefeated for 500 years, 

Liu Kang ended Goros life 

in the first tournament. This 

o (=1F=\7-Yo Mi taT= Mm OLO LAU (e) me m= it- [el 

on Earthworld, but Kahns 

fury proved too powerful. 

The 2000-year-old half- 

man, half-dragon has 

Tole l=Ye m= Wmel-r-Te| vase) ialaviaye 

olUTayet am Comal i-mr-|e-1-v0l-1 me) ] 

attacks. His massive form 

also prevents him from 

being thrown or swept. 

Keep your distance from 

alinammelelmelelamaim’a-> colnt-lalete 

ing fireballs. Goro attacks 

cause massive damage 

even when blocked 

special Moves 

Grab and Smack 
m=) HP 

aril 

€, €, € LP 

Spin 
es AL 

Roar 

LZ. 



With Goro’s death in the first © Special Moves 
tournament, Shao Kahn 

replaced the deadly demon ~ Fireball 
with Kintaro. As the Ruler =, =. 9, HP 

Supreme of Kahn's armies, 
Kintaro was supposed to 

defeat the chosen warriors 

= laem (ct-le Mm talom-1ir-el @ele 

Earthworld. However, these - 

events never came to pass. — Grab Smash 

Teleport Stomp 
LT 

Kintaro is much like Goro in — Be 

that they have very similar 

moves. The only difference 

between the two is Kintaro’s 
strength and speed. His | 

main weakness is his stomp — 

attack, because he tends to 
hop to the side, which leaves — 
him open to an attack. | 

Roar 

Lf 



Secret Kodes 
Versus Screen Kodes - 

Kombat Zone: Noob's Dorfen 

0,5,0,0,5,0 

N64 & PSX 

N64 Only Kombat Zone: Portal 

. -1,3,3,-1,3,3 

No Power Bars Kombat Zone The Subway 

1, -2,-3,1,2.3 ~2, -2, 0.0, -2, 2 | 
Randper Kombat Kombat Zone: The Graveyard — 

4, -4,0,4, -4,0 ah HS ) 
Psycho Kombat Kombat Zone The Roof 

-1,-2,5,1,2.5 3,4,3,3,4,9 

Fight Motaro Kombat Zone Pit III 

-1. -4, -1,1,4.1 8, 2,0,0, 2,8 

Fight Shao Kahn New Randper Kombat 

03.3.5,-44 | 

Fight Smoke To Display the Version # of the — 
TUTYT Game You're Playing On 

eC t -1,<1,-1,41,-4 
Fight Noob Saibot 
PW RETE shao Kahn Cave Background 

0,0, 4, -3, 0,0 ) 
Go to Hidden Shooter Game | 

LhdAb 2 River Background 
0.0.2.0.0,3 

Kombat Zone: Jade's Desert 
TTT Temple Background 

~4, 0,0, 0, 4,0 
Kombat Zone: Scorpion’s Lair 

rrwrey Soul Background 
1, 2,3, -1,0,1 

Kombat Zone: Bell Tower 
pata at Bridge Background 

siilieaiaes 23,3022 

You must enter these code combinations at the Versus Screen to reveal several game secrets. 

Tower Background 

-2,-2,0.2.2,0 

Street Background 

0-3, -1,0,3,5 

Auto Combos 

b,-2.4,4,-2,4 

Bloody Kombat 

1,0,-1,-1,0,1 

Super Endurance 

0,2.6,-4,-2,-1 

Special Moves Disabled 

55,5,5,5,6 

Fast Uppercut Recovery 

-3,-2,-23,2.2 

Kombat Zone: The Armory 

1-1,1,1,-1,1 

Kombat Zone: The Deadpool 

2,2,2,2,2,2 

Winner Fights Khameleon 

WARY A 

Disable Throws 

1,0,0,1,0,0 

Disable Blocking 



SECR 

Dark Fighting Eddie Ferrier Quote 

~4, -2,-2,4,2,2 1,2,2.2.21 

Unlimited Run Rain Clue 

4, -h, -b, &, -4, ~4 -31,-3.313— 

Player One: 1/2 Energy Ed Boon Quote — 
0,3,3,0,0,0 0,044.00 

Player Two: 1/2 Energy Sans Power 

0,0,0,0,3,3 0,4,4,4,4,0 

Player One: Wh Energy Player Codes wus ony 
“3,0, -3,0,0.0 Explosive Kombat — 

Player Two: 1/4 Energy d, 2, -3, 2, 2, -3 

0, 0, 0, -3, 0, -3 Explosive Kombat! 
Message Code #1 Throwing Disabled 

1.2.3, -1,2,-4 BERLE 

Message Code #2 =r) 
OC eg 

-1, -2, -3, -4, -4, -4 Y 
(NG4 Only) 

Message Code #3 MORE KOMBAT 
$217 -9% t the storyline screen 

ress C(Down),B,A. You 
Silent Kombat Il hear “OUTSTAND- 

NG" and you'll get a 
3,0,0,3, 0,0 LUE question mark 

: dam valexyome) ou (e) any 
Throwing Encouraged Levet SELECT 

ON/OFF. 
0, 1,0, 0, 1,0 THROWING | 

UMK 3 WaveNet Plug hac ate RON 
ENABLED /DISABLED 

9.9.0,9,5,0 BLOODYKOMBAT 
7 ON/OFF 

Mike Vinikour Quote Pinieh 
44 -2-24.4 ON/OFF 

KHAMELEON 
ame 0)\ Whe) = 

— ~~ a oe 

‘ 

ss i : i % is 
: i 

& % 

Cheat Menu #2: 

(NG4 Only) 

KOMBAT CHEATS 
& MORE KOMBAT 

At the storyline screen 

press C (Up},C (Right),C 

(Down),A,B,B,B,A,A. You 
will hear “OH-MAW” and — 

you'll get the RED ques- _ 
dKo)a atts] ¢.er-lale talc s) m0) = 

question mark with addi- 
'ifo)ara] ie) ate) aks 

FREEPLAY 

ON/OFF 

FATALITY TIME 

ON/OFF 

COLLISION BOXES 

ON/OFF 

1 RounbD MATCHES 

ON/OFF 

PLAY PONG 

After 50 2-player 

matches, you play 

exey ater 

PLAY RELLIM 
OHCANEP (GALAGA) 
After 1@@ Rounds or 

wins you'll play 

Galaga. 

PLAY INVADERS FROM 
SPACE (SPACE 
INVADERS ) 

select the Pit stage 

in a two player game. 

If anything flies over 

the moon hit the Z 

Trigger. The winner of 

that round gets to 

play Space Invaders. 

125 



Secret 
Characters 

Select any male ninja 

and then hold 
€= +BL+RN+HP+HK (it’s 
the same code as the 

old Human Smoke 

ole(sF 

IN(@) fata fal heeele (omiaks 

only checked on the PSX 

version of the game. 

@atclaatoi(srela mantels clans 

between all the ninjas 

o)Ulalare pn <olan|e\-lem Amoiiae 

it's sort of like Randper 

Nolaaleraia 

Hit - DsStart when Toasty 

appears on the Star Bridge. 

aralaatel(xe)amaaleleelans 

between all the female 

allalfaswele lal are fm colanler<1e 

Pick Robo “mole ae ele) (ah 

B+ HP+HK+BL+RN before 

the round starts. 

mlelaatalameiaale) <omalale 

KMatlaalaliselamralicma@a@onniole 

through a cheat menu 

lave mm Ole 0) \ ani celan 

Ulidiaatalnom We)aaler=ia cerelor 

_ Stage Select 

(N64 & PSX Versions) 

_ At the Character Select 
~ Screen, highlight Sonya, 
press Up and then Start. 
_ After choosing your 
_ character, you can select 
rthe level. 

"?” Option Select 
(PSX Version Only) 

_ At the options screen, 
hold L1+L2+R1+R2+ 4 
until the screen shakes. 
_ This enables you to pick 
Pmicoluameamcollonwiaremallen 

_ den options: 

Select The Xeve)ane) ova ai meen) | 

Kahn’s Kave as your kombat 

zone, then before the round 

starts hold D+LP+HP to 

explode into Shao Kahn 

Select Jade's Desert, Kahn's 

Tower, or The Wasteland as 

your kombat zone, then 

before the round starts hold 

B+LK+HK to explode into 

Motaro 

At the Character Select 

Screen, highlight Kano, press 

Down + START. 

This gives you More 

late lUlg-la(comcelelalehmla 

o) al ois ©) Fa\V=1 0 fal Alone 

_ 1-Button Fatalities, 
P alasirlal@a\e le lneswrele 
_ Normal Boss Damage, 
~ Low Damage, Health - 
~ Recovery | 

' If you choose | -putton 

_ Fatalities, they are as fol- 
lows: 

_ LP = Babality 
_ HK = Fatality 1 

rNt the storyline screen press 

D,D,U,U,R,R,L,L 

After your opponent 

performs a babality against 

you, hold HP.LPHK,+LK. 

You will re-explode into 

full size, and then 

explode into pieces. 

LK = Fatality 2 

' RN = Animality 

_ BL = Friendship 



N64 

Shao Kahn's Treasure Chest 

RESULT 

reyUlaat-leatciall Outcome 

(areliae) 
; 

Space Shooter (Galegal 

Fight Ermac 

Fight Noob Saibot 

Kealale(o)aam maydc . 

Fatality Demonstration one 

Brutality Demonstratior 1 two 

Fatality Demonstration ) seven 

Noob Saibot/Ermac Fight 

MK2 Classic Endurance 

o)aaleyaie . 

Mega Endurance Ko bat 

Old School Kombat 

Me)ate E 

Animality Demonstration oats 

Brutality Demonstration oats 

malolaleK alle) Demonstration one | 

Male Ninja Kombat 
Fight Knhameleon : 

Fatality Demonstration Route ~ 

Animality Demonstration two. ne | 

Female Ninja Kombat | | 

Supreme Demonstratia on 

Invaders from Space 
Secrets of Trilogy (Must t beat the - 

vith the extra (ef lanlome)ale Gl atalaa)e) (ele 
Sale| Ul el aleome)am 

SECRE 

BOX# 

im) 

- Shao Kahn's Treasure Chest 
RESULT 
Tournament Outcome (Ending) 

. Fight Chameleon 

_ MKT Classic Endurance Kombat 

iV] PANG EXXS [0m slate []e-laterai olan) e=1' 

Random maya 

Fatality Demonstration One 

Fatality Demonstration Two 

Fatality Demonstration Three 

- Super Endurance Kombat 

Battle with Shokan G@arlanjelrelak 

Mega Endurance Kombat 

Supreme Demonstration 



| assic Cnarac 

PSX Only 
MK1 Rayden MK1 Kano 

Highlight Rayden and ml (el allel alan ealaleeralalemal N 

hit SELECT. SELECT. | SE 

Special Moves Special Moves 

Lightning Knife Toss 

=P ae > 
Teleport Knife Tornado 
LT =), HP (keep tapping H 

Torpedo annonball 
= 7, Rotate 360 clockwise 

Combos Kombos 
 HPD+LPD+LPD+LP | 
(juggles, 4-hit 19% Eee Tene 

HK, B+HK,B+HK (3-hit awe” 
| 19% ° 

Finishing Moves Finishing Moves | ” as 
| ) —- HRD +LPD+LPD+LP | 

Fatality Heart Rip | q gles 4-hit 2 

| wh dea Gea ei HP HCF, LP (close) - 

| outside sweep) Brutality 

—____ Brutality HPHPBL HK HK,LK.HK.HPHPLPHP 
HPHPHPHPBL,HK,HK,HK,LPHPHPHP Babality 

Babality B.B.D,D.LK (Past Sweep) 
| my es Al 

TT+ stage 

stage BFEBL 
A EO Ail 



Finishing Moves 

Hat Decapitation 
UP) = >> 

( far—aim hat for neck) 

Brutality 

HPLPHK,HK,LPLPLPLK,LK,BL,HP 

Friendship 
= =. LY. Hk 

Babality 
>). >), C= = HK 

stage 

=... HP 

SECRE 

4 Jax 

r fellight Jax and hit . 
SELECT. 

Special Moves Finishing Moves 

Head Crush 

(LP) =), =), =), Release LP. 
(close) 

Brutality 

~. HPHPBL.HK.LPLPHPBL.HK,LK.HK,HP 

Air Wave 
=> YE HK (air) 

Wave 
HCB HK 

Grab 
| &), >), LP (keep tapping LP) 

Slam re 

LP then keep tapping HP - 

Friendship 

LET TL 

Babality 

ST ET. LK 

Stage 

TTL. LK 

RSS 

Ground Smash 

(LK) for 3 sec. 

Gotcha Grab 
~ BL (in ain 

: ~ Kombos — 

- = JaRR UCR Re Eeua Names eremeNEmmamenNtES Ct Be a Ee a eB T a EIST UR TIS SSS Or gS peers 3 RCS EL ois 5 Ree pees eae oe 

HPHPHPLRB+HP (S-hit 
28%) 

LK,LK,LK, HK, LK, B+HK (6- 
hit 28%) — 

LLL LE a IE ae RE BEE I EIRENE TRI Ip aerE 

Bee ; Paes f ee : % é Ss g eet : 

i a So i | oe Ss = : a | : : et te i rk ANE oa | : : Pa : 
s o eG i 

\ :: : 
a i 
ays . i 

ie : 

ass = 

ES 



Sub Zero 

Special Moves 

Ice Ball 

QCF LP 

Slide 

€0+-LP+BL+LK 

Sub-Xerox 

QCB, LP 

Ice Rain 

QCF HP 

Near Ice Rain 

LL). HP 

Far Ice Rain 

A AR es Alls 

Kombos 

HK, HK,B+HK (3-hits 
19%) 
HPHPLK,HK,B+HK (5- 
hits 26%] 

Finishing Moves 

Freezing Mist 

Deep Freeze 

BL.BL.RN,BL,RN (Close) 

Brutality 

HPLKHKLPHPHKMKHPHPLPHP 

Animality 
or ay ew WCC) 

Friendship 

LK.RN.RN- 

Babality 
Tei 

stage 

Classic Sub Zero 

Special Moves 

Freeze 

QCF LP 

Slide 

€a4-LP+BL+LK 

Ground Freeze 

QCB, LK 

Kombos 

LK, BHHK, F+LK (3-hit 
19%] 

HP HP B+LK, B+HK, 
F+LK (5-hit 26%) 

HP HP D+LP D+HP (4- 
hit 22%] 

Finishing Moves 

E99. HK 
Fade to Black 

LL ZL. &).HP (close) 

— Stalagmite Stab 
DR es Aes Als) 

Brutality 

LPHPBL,LK.LK.HK,HK.LPHPLP 

Babality 

9.9. HK 

| stage i 

Re oni 
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Vi dare (ovary 
Brutalities . 

~ Special Moves 

~ Fatalities 

3 ~ Friendships 

~ Babalities 
~ Animalities 

Unmatched fighting strategy 

for all the Kombatants 

esr aceyale bal qn @ceyenlerey~ 

yale @relebaiceiac 

Secret Kodes! 

Eull-color screenshots of 

prey along tcouabarcasen(enor 

WINS: 00 
ify ‘ss 

Mortal Kor at® 
Midway, Mortal | 

are trademarks of Midway 

layStation - 
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